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Abstract 
We investigate second-order PDE problems arising in financial option pricing. 
Firstly, we consider a non-linear problem arising when transaction costs are 
included and investigate the existence, uniqueness, and localisation of the solution 
by using topological methods. 
Secondly, we study the discretisation of a generalised version of the linear 
Black-Scholes PDE, where both the asset appreciation rate and the volatility 
are taken time and space-dependent and growing in the space variable, under 
the strong assumption that the PDE is nondegenerate. The PDE solvability is 
considered in the framework of the variational approach and the discretisation 
is obtained by using basic finite-difference methods. For the time variable, we 
consider a general evolution equation problem the PDE problem can be cast into, 
and discretise it by using both the implicit and the explicit schemes. We obtain a 
convergence result under a smoothness assumption weaker than the usual Holder 
continuity. Furthermore, we investigate two main types of operator specification. 
For the spatial variable, we consider the discretised version of the PDE prob-
lem in discrete weighted Sobolev spaces and obtain a convergence result stronger 
than we could find in the literature. 




Neste estudo, investigamos EDPs de segunda ordem que surgem no aprega-
mento de opgoes financeiras. 
Em primeiro lugar, consideramos urn problema nao-linear que surge quando 
sao inclufdos custos de transacgao e investigamos a existencia, unicidade e loca-
lizagao da solugao, usando metodos topol6gicos. 
Em segundo lugar, estudamos a discretizagao de urn versao generalizada da 
EDP de Black-Scholes linear, em que a taxa de apreciagao do activo e a volati-
lidade sao dependentes do tempo e do espago e crescentes na variavel espacial, 
assumindo que a EDP e nao degenerada. 
A solvabilidade da EDP e considerada numa abordagem variacional e a dis-
cretizagao e obtida usando metodos basicos de diferengas finitas. Para a variavel 
temporal, consideramos uma equagao de evolugao geral, de que a EDP e caso 
particular, que discretizamos usando os esquemas implicito e explicito. Obtemos 
urn resultado de convergencia sob uma hip6tese de regularidade mais fraca que 
a usual continuidade de Holder. Adicionalmente, investigamos dois tipos funda-
mentais de especificagao do operador. Para a varia vel espacial, consider amos a 
versao discreta da EDP em espagos de Sobolev discretos e obtemos urn resultado 
de convergencia mais forte do que pudemos encontrar na literatura. 
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The undeniable importance of the financial activity in the modern world justifies 
the need for advanced methods in the treatment of inherent problems. 
Modelling of risky asset prices and modern option pricing techniques are of-
ten considered among the most mathematically complex of all applied areas of 
Finance. It became essential for the financial analyst to possess a high level of 
mathematical skills. Conversely, the complex challenges posed by the problems 
and models relevant to Finance have, for a long time, been an important source 
of new research topics for mathematicians. 
In this work we are motivated by the investigation of second-order partial 
differential equation (PDE) problems arising in European financial option pricing. 
We consider the inclusion of costs, such as taxes or fees, in the transactions 
that take place when an agent deals with a portfolio of assets. For a model where 
the cost of the transaction of each share of stock diminishes as the number of 
shares transactioned increases 
h (v) =a- b lvl 
where v is the number of shares traded and a, b > 0, we arrive to the non-linear 
equation on the price V of the option 
where ZT is an adjusted volatility of the real volatility (j of the underlying S, and 
r is the short rate of return. 
This equation is an extension of the most relevant option pricing formula: 
the Black-Scholes equation. The introduction of our particular model for the 
transaction costs in the option pricing market led us to a PDE that contains the 
Black-Scholes terms with an additional non-linear term modelling the presence of 
transaction costs. 
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We also proceed to the discretisation of PDE problems using finite-difference 
methods. 
There has been a long and extensive research on the application of finite-
difference methods to financial option pricing. We refer to [55] for a brief surnmary 
of the method's history, and also for the references of the seminal work by H. 
Courant, K. 0. Friedrichs and H. Lewy, and further major contributions by many 
others. 
Also in [55], we can find the numerical study, making use of finite differences, 
of the Cauchy problem for a general multidimensional linear parabolic PDE of 
order m ::::=: 2, with bounded time and space-dependent coefficients. This study is 
pursued in the framework of the classical approach. 
Although the theory can be considered reasonably complete since three decades 
ago, some important research continues. We mention, just as an example, the 
recent works [29, 30]. 
The finite-difference method was early applied to financial option pricing, the 
pioneering work being due toM. Brennan and E. S. Schwartz in 1978, and was, 
since then, widely researched in the context of the financial application, and 
extensively used by practitioners. For the references of the original publications 
and further major research, we refer to the review paper [11]. 
Most studies concerning the discretisation of PDE problems in Finance con-
sider the particular case where the PDE coefficients are constant (see, e.g., [6, 
9, 19, 53]). This occurs, namely, in option pricing under Black-Scholes stochas-
tic model (in one or several dimensions), when the asset application rate and 
volatility are taken constant. 
Multidimensional PDE problems arise in Financial Mathematics and in Math-
ematical Physics. We are mainly motivated by the application to a class of 
stochastic models in Financial Mathematics, comprising the non path-dependent 
options, with fixed exercise, written on multiple assets (basket options, exchange 
options, compound options, European options on future contracts and foreign-
exchange, and others), and also, to a particular type of path-dependent options, 
the Asian options (see, e.g., [34, 56]). 
Let us consider the stochastic modelling of a multi-asset financial option of 
European type under the framework of a general version of Black-Scholes model, 
where the vector of asset appreciation rates and the volatility matrix are taken 
time and space-dependent. Owing to a Feynman-Kac type formula, pricing this 
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option can be reduced to solving the Cauchy problem (with terminal condition) 
for a second-order linear parabolic PDE of nondivergent type, with null terrn aud 
unbounded coefficients, degenerating in the space variables (see, e.g., [34]). 
After a change of the time variable, the PDE problern is written 
au . [ l d at = Lu + f m 0) T X ffi. ) u(O, x) = g(x) in IR.d, (0.1) 
where L is the second-order partial differential operator in the nondivergence fonn 
.. a2 ' a 
L(t,x) = a~J(t,x) axiaxj + b~(t,x) axi + c(t,x), i,j = 1, ... ,d, 
with real coefficients, f and g are given real-valued functions (the free term f is 
included to further improve generality), and T E (0, oo) is a constant. For each 
t E [0, T] the operator - L is degenerate elliptic, and the growth in the spatial 
variables of the coefficients a, b, and of the free data f, g is allowed. 
When problem (0.1) is considered in connection with the Black-Scholes mod-
elling of a financial option, we see that the growth of the vector stochastic differen-
tial equation (SDE) coefficients in the underlying financial model is appropriately 
matched. Also, by setting the problem with this generality, we cover the general 
case where the asset appreciation rate vector and the volatility matrix are taken 
time and space-dependent. Finally, by letting the initial data g non-specified, 
a large class of payoff functions can be considered in the underlying financial 
derivative modelling. The free term f is included to further improve generality. 
One possible approach for the discretisation of the PDE problem (0.1) is to 
proceed to a two-stage discretisation. First, the problem is semi-discretised in 
space, and both the possible equation degeneracy and coefficient unboundedness 
are dealt with (see, e.g., [21, 22], where the spatial approximation is pursued in 
a variational framework, under the strong assumption that the PDE does not 
degenerate, and [20]). Subsequently, a time discretisation takes place. 
For the time discretisation, it can be tackled by approximating the linear 
evolution equation problem in which the PDE problem (0.1) can be cast into 
du 
dt = A(t)u + j(t) in [0, T], u(O) = g, (0.2) 
where, for every t E [0, T] with T E (0, oo), A(t) is a linear operator from a 
reflexive separable Banach space V to its dual V*, u : [0, T] -+ V is an unknown 
function, f : [0, T] -+ V*, g belongs to a Hilbert space H, with f and g given, 
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and V is continuously and densely embedded into H. We assume that operator 
A( t) is continuous and impose a coercivity condition. 
This simpler general approach, which we follow, is powerful enough to obtain 
the desired results. On the other hand, it covers a variety of problems, narnely 
initial-value and initial boundary-value problems for linear parabolic PDEs of any 
order m ~ 2. 
The numerical methods and possible approximation results are strongly linked 
to the theory on the solvability of the PDEs. In this work, we make use of the 
L 2 theory of solvability of linear PDEs in weighted Sobolev spaces. In particular, 
we consider the PDE solvability in the deterministic special case of a class of 
weighted Sobolev spaces introduced by 0. G. Purtukhia [46, 47, 48, 49], and 
further generalised by I. Gyongy and N. V. Krylov [27], for the treatment of 
linear stochastic partial differential equations (SPDE). By considering discrete 
versions of these spaces, we set a suitable discretised framework and investigate 
the PDE approximation. 
The particularization of PDE (0.1) to one dimension, leads to the Cauchy 
problem 
Lu- ~~ + f = 0 in Q, u(O, x) = g(x) in IR, (0.3) 
where Q = [0, T] x IR, with T a positive constant, L is the second-order partial 




x 2 +b(t,x) 0
x +c(t,x) 
for each t E [0, T] uniformly elliptic in the space variable, and f and g are given 
real-valued functions. We allow the growth in space of the first and second-order 
coefficients in L (linear and quadratic growth, respectively), and of the data f 
and g (polynomial growth). 
The motivation for the study of this case is obvious: the possibility of obtaining 
stronger results than for the multidimensional setting. 
Now we summarise the contents of this work. 
The basics of stochastic calculus theory is reviewed in Chapter 1. We refer 
the close connection existent between SDE and certain PDE, in particular the 
Black-Scholes equation. 
The inclusion of transaction costs leads us to a problem approached in Chap-
ter 2. We obtain existence, uniqueness and localisation results for the solution of 
the associated stationary problem. 
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We study, in Chapter 3, the discretisation of the linear parabolic equation ( 0.1) 
in abstract spaces making use of both the implicit and the explicit finite-differeuce 
schemes. Under a nondegeneracy assumption, we consider the PDE solvability in 
the framework of the variational approach. The stability of the explicit scherne 
is obtained, and the schemes' rates of convergence are estimated. Additionally, 
we study the special cases where A and f are approxirnated by integral averages 
and also by weighted arithmetic averages. 
In Chapter 4 we deal with the challenge posed by the unboundedness of the 
coefficients of PDE in problem (0.3), under the strong assumption that the PDE 
does not degenerate. We use finite-difference methods to approximate in space 
the weak solution of the problem. We follow the previous work by Gongalves and 
Grossinho ([20, 21]), where the same approach was used for the more general case 
of multidimensional PDEs. By considering the special case of one dimension in 
space, a stronger convergence result is obtained in this chapter. In particular, 
the same order of accuracy is obtained under regularity assumptions weaker than 
those required in [20, 21] for the corresponding convergence result. 
In Chapter 5, we estimate the rate of convergence for the approximation in 
space and time in abstract spaces for general linear evolution equations, and then 
specified to the second-order PDE problem. 
We conclude with some final comments and the direction of future research 




Stochastic calculus applied to Finance 
We present in this chapter the main guidelines of stochastic calculus. First, we 
summarise the main concepts and results associated to the stochastic processes, 
we introduce the stochastic integral, the Ito lemma or formula, and discuss the 
solution of a stochastic differential equation. The importance of Feynman-Kac for-
mula and the Kolmogorov backward equation is evident with the results presented 
in Section 1.4, where we make the connection between the stochastic differential 
equations and the partial differential equations. One of the main applications of 
stochastic calculus to Finance is shown in Section 1.6, with the famous Black-
Scholes equation. 
The text presented follows Bjork ([7]), Mikosch ([41]), and Shreve ([52]). 
1.1 Stochastic processes 
We start to summarise the basic theory of stochastic processes. 
Definition 1.1. A stochastic process X is a collection of random variables 
(Xt, t E T) = (Xt(w), t E T,w E 0) 
defined on some probability space (n, A, P). 
We will deal exclusively with stochastic processes X = (Xt)tET where T is 
an interval, usually T = [0, oo), and, for obvious reasons, the index t of Xt is 
frequently referred to as time. Then, we call X a continuous-time stochastic 
process, or, simply, a continuous stochastic process. 
A very important stochastic process is the Br-ownian motion, which has been 
playing a central role in Finance. 
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Definition 1.2. A real-valued continuous stochastic process vV = (vVt)t;:::o in the 
probability space (n,A, P) is called a (standard) BTownian motion, or Wiener 
pmcess, if the following conditions are verified 
• Wo = 0. 
• For all 0 = t0 < t 1 < · · · < tm, the increments 
are independent. 
• For s < t, the random variable Wt - W8 has the Gaussian distribution 
N(O,~). 
• W has continuous trajectories. 
A filtmtion can be regarded as an increasing stream of information. 
Definition 1.3. Assume that (:ft)t;:::o is a collection of a-algebras on the same 
probability space (n, A, P) and that :It, for all t ~ 0, is a subset of the larger 
a-algebra A. 
The collection (::Ft)t;:o:o of a-algebras on n is called a filtmtion if 
:Is C :It for all 0 ~ s ~ t. 
Representing by a(Y) the a-algebra generated by the information given by 
the random variable Y, we define the concept of adapted pmcess. 
Definition 1.4. Let (n,A, P) be a probability space. 
• A stochastic process X = (Xt)t;:o:o is said to be adapted to the filtmtion 
( :ft)t;:o:o if, for any t, Xt is :Ir measurable, i.e., 
a(Xt) C :It for all t ~ 0. 
• A stochastic process X is always adapted to the natuml filtmtion generated 
by X 
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• The process X is said to be adapted to the Brownian motion vV if X is 
adapted to the natural Brownian filtration (3='t)t~O· This means that Xt is 
a function of W8 , for s ::; t. 
The notion of martingale is fundamental in the theory of pricing financial 
derivatives. 
Definition 1.5. A stochastic process X = (Xt)t~o is called an 9='t-martingale if 
the following conditions are verified 
• For all t 2: o, E (IXti) < oo. 
• X is adapted to the filtration (3='t)t~O· 
• For all 0 S s ::; t, Xs is the best prediction of Xt given 3='8 , i.e. 
There are some interesting results about the martingales (see [41], pp.81-82). 
Proposition 1.6. The expectation function of a martingale is constant. 
Proposition 1. 7. The Brownian motion is a martingale. 
1.2 Stochastic integrals 
We now discuss the concept of ItO stochastic integral. This one is used in Finance 
to model the value of a portfolio that results from trading assets in continuous 
time. Due to the fact that a Brownian path is nowhere differentiable and has 
unbounded variation, the calculus used to manipulate these integrals differs from 
ordinary calculus. 
Thus we are interested in integrals of the form J; Xs dW8 , where (Wt)t~o is a 
given 9='rBrownian motion and X= (Xt)t~o is an 9='radapted process. 
We begin to define the stochastic integral for a class of processes whose paths 
assume only a finite number of values. 
Definition 1.8. The stochastic process C = ( Ct)t~o is said to be simple if the 
following properties are satisfied 
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• There exist a partition 
Tn : 0 = to < t1 < · · · < tn-1 < tn = T, 
and a sequence ( Zi, i = 1, ... , n) of random variables such that 
C _ { Zn if t = T 
t- zi if ti-l:St<ti, i=1, ... ,n. 
• The sequence (Zi) is adapted to (J'ti_ 1 )i=l, ... ,n, i.e., Zi is a function of the 
Brownian motion up to time ti-l, and satisfies E( Zl) < oo for all i. 
Then we define the stochastic integral as the obvious formula. 
Definition 1.9. The Ito stochastic integral of a simple process C on [0, T] is 
given by 
1T Cs dWs := t Cti-l (Wti - Wti_J = t Zi(Wti - Wti_J. 
0 i=l i=l 
The Ito stochastic integral of a simple process C on [0, t], tk-l :::; t :::; tk, is given 
by 
In the following proposition we present some fundamental properties of the 
stochastic integral of a simple process (see [41], pp.105-107). We consider 
Proposition 1.10. If C = (Ctk::o is a simple process then 
1. The stochastic process (It (C) )ostsT is a 1't -martingale. 
2. The Ito stochastic integral has e.xpectation zero. 
3. The Ito stochastic integral satisfies the isometry property 
E (J.' C, dW,) 2 ~f.' E (C;) ds, t E [0, T]. 
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4. The Ito stochastic integml is lineaT. 
5. The process (It( C) )o<t<T has contimJ,O'I.ts paths. 
The definition of stochastic integral will be extended to a larger class of pro-
cesses that we denote by J-C. 
Definition 1.11. We say that the process C = ( Ct) a:=;;t::;;b belongs to the class 
J-C[a, b] if the following conditions are satisfied 
• The process C is adapted to the natural filtration. 
• The integral J: E ( C;) ds is finite. 
We say that the process C = (Ct)t:2:0 belongs to the class J-C if C E J-C[O, t] for all 
t > 0. 
The Ito stochastic integral of a process C E J-C is defined as the limit of the 
Ito stochastic integrals of a sequence of simple processes converging to C in some 
sense, whose existence is guaranteed by the following result (see [41], p.109). 
Proposition 1.12. Let C = (Ct)o::;;t::;;T be a process of the class J-C. 
Then there exists a sequence ( C(n)) nEN of simple processes such that 
1T E [Cs- C~nl] 2 ds-+ 0. 
Writing I(C(n)) = J; cin)dW8 , we also have that the sequence (I(C(nl)) of Ito 
stochastic integrals converges in a mean square sense to a unique limit process, 
i.e., there exists a unique process I( C) on [0, T] such that 
The next definition follows naturally. 
Definition 1.13. Let C = ( Ct)o::;;t::;;T be a process of the class J-C. 
The unique mean square limit I( C), guaranteed by Proposition 1.12, is called 




As for the Ito stochastic integral for a simple process, we state the following 
properties (see [41], pp.111-112). 
Proposition 1.14. If C = ( Ct)ostST is a pmcess of the class 9{ then 
1. The stochastic process (It (C) )o:::;tST is a 'Yt -mo:rtingale. 
2. The Ito stochastic integml has expectation zem. 
3. The Ito stochastic integml satisfies the isometry property 
4. The Ito stochastic integml is linear. 
5. The process I( C) has contin·uo·us paths. 
Although the existence of a definition for a general I to stochastic integral of 
the process C E 9-C, we are not able to write the integral J~ C8 dW8 in simple 
terms of the Brownian motion. However, using the Ito lemma presented later in 
this section it is possible to obtain explicit formulae for Ito stochastic integrals in 
some particular cases of the integrand process C. 
First, we introduce the Ito process. 
Definition 1.15. A process X= (Xt)o:::;tST that has the representation 
(1.1) 
with A (l) and A (2) 'Yradapted processes, and such that the above integrals are 
well defined in the Riemann and Ito senses, respectively, is called an Ito process. 
The integral equation (1.1) can be represented in its differential form 
which describes the "dynamics" of the stochastic process X. 
The following result states the uniqueness of the previous decomposition (see [41 J, 
p.119). 
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Proposition 1.16. If a pmcess X= (Xt)o<t<T has the r-epn~sentation (1.1), then 
the pr-ocesses A (1) and A (2) ar-e •tmiq'l.tely deter-mined in the sense that, if X has a 
r-epr-esentation (1.1), wher-e the A(i) aTe Teplaced with adapted p·rocesses DCO, then 
A(i) and D(i) coincide a. e., joT i = 1, 2. 
Now we state an important result in the theory of stochastic calculus known 
as the Ito lemma, or Ito formula (see [41], p.120). 
Theorem 1.17. (Ito lemma) Let X = (Xt)o~t~T be an Ito pmcess with ·repTesen-
tation ( 1.1) and f ( t, x) be a junction whose second or-der- par-tial der-ivatives aTe 
continuous. Then 
j (t, Xt) f (0, Xo) 
t [of (1)of 1 ( (2))2 o2 J ] + Jo ot (s, Xs) +As ox (s, Xs) + "2 As ox2 (s, Xs) ds 
+ 1t A~2) ~~ ( s, Xs) dWs. (1.2) 
Remar-k 1.1. Formula (1.2) is frequently given in the symbolic form 
where 
dXs = A~1)ds + A~2)dWs. 
We state the integration by parts formula (see [41], p.122). 
Theorem 1.18. (Integmtion by paTts for-mula) Let X(l) and X(2) be two Ito 
pr-ocesses with r-espect to the same Br-ownian motion 
X~i) = X~i) + 1t A~1,i)ds + 1t A~2,i)dWs, i = 1, 2. 
Then 
x(1) x(2) = x(1) x(2) + 1t x(2)dX(1) + 1t x(l)dX(2) + 1t A(2,1) A(2,2)ds t t 0 0 s s s s s s. 
0 0 0 
1.3 Stochastic differential equations 
We are now interested in finding a stochastic process X = (Xt)t~o which satisfies 
the differential equation 
(1.3) 
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where, as usual, W = (Wt)t>o denotes the Brownian motion, and p(t, x) and 
O"( t, x) are deterministic functions, with t E IR.+ and x E IR .. 
The randomness of the solution X, if it exists, results, on one hand, from 
the initial condition, and, on the other hand, from the noise generated by the 
Brownian motion. 
We should interpret the equation in (1.3) as the stochastic integral equation 
where the first integral on the right-hand side is a Riemann integral, and the 
second one is an Ito stochastic integral. 
Equation (1.4) is called an ItO stochastic differential equation, or simply, 
stochastic differential equation (SDE). 
The Brownian motion W is called the driving process of the SDE (1.4). 
Definition 1.19. A strong solution to the SDE (1.4) is a :Yradapted stochastic 
process X = (Xt)t>o which satisfies the following conditions 
• The integrals ocurring in (1.4) are well defined as Riemann or ItO stochastic 
integrals, respectively. 
• X satisfies 
While the strong solution of (1.4) is based on the path of the underlying 
Brownian motion, for the weak solutions the path behaviour is not essential, we 
are only interested in the distribution of X. Weak solutions X are sufficient in 
order to determine the distributional characteristics of X, such as the expectation, 
variance and covariance functions of the process. 
A strong or weak solution X of the SDE (1.4) is called a diffusion process. In 
particular, taking p(t,x) = 0 and O"(t,x) = 1, we have that the Brownian motion 
is a diffusion process. 
We establish sufficient conditions for the existence and uniqueness of a strong 
solution of the SDE with the following result (see [41], p.138). 
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Theorem 1.20. If the coefficient }1mctions JJ.( t, x) and J( t, x) sati,~/:IJ the following 
conditions 
• they are continuous, and 
• they satisfv a Lipschitz condition with respect to the second vaTiable, i.e., 
theTe exists a constant K S1J,ch that, joT all t E JR.+ and x, y E IR. 
IJJ.(t, x)- JJ.(t, y)i + jJ(t, x)- J(t, y)i :S Klx- yj, 
and if the initial condition Y 
• has a finite second moment: E(Y2 ) < oo, and 
• is independent of W = (Wt)t>o, 
then the SDE {1.4) has a unique stmng solution X on [0, T], T > 0. 
Two important examples ofSDEs are the following ones (see [41], p.155, p.139, 
respectively). 
Example 1.1. The general linear stochastic differential equation 
where the (deterministic) coefficient functions IJ.i and O"i are continuous, i = 1, 2, 
has a unique strong solution on every interval [0, T]. 
Example 1.2. The geometric Bmwnian motion, broadly used to model the price 
of an asset in Finance, is given by 
t E [O,T]. 
This process is the unique solution of the linear Ito stochastic differential equation 
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1.4 Partial differential equations 
In this section, we intend to relate the solution X on the time interval [t, T], for 
fixed T and t < T, of the SDE 
dXs f.L(s, X 8 )ds + o-(s, X 8 )dW8 
Xt X 
to the solution of the following boundary value problem 
oF oF 1 2 o
2F 
Bt(t, x) + f.l(t, x) ox + 2a- (t, x) ox2 (t, x) 0 
F(T,x) <I>(x), 
where f.L( t, x), a-( t, x), and 1>( t, x) are deterministic functions. 
We define the infinitesimal operator A of the process X for any function on 
C 2 (IR) by 
0 1 o2 
A= f.L(t, x) ox+ 2o-2(t, x) ox2. 
Thus in terms of the infinitesimal generator, the Ito formula (1.2) takes the 
form 








Applying the ItO formula to the process F(s, X 8 ) on the time interval [t, T], 
we obtain 
F(T,Xr) 
Since F satisfies (1.5), the time integral vanishes. Taking expectations and 
assuming that the stochastic integral exists, then it vanishes as well, leaving us 
with the formula 
F(t, x) = Et,x[<I>(Xr )], 
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where the notation Et,x emphasizes that the expected value is to be taken given 
the initial value Xt = x. 
Thus we have proved the following result (see [7], p.69). 
Proposition 1.21. (Feynman-Kar'! stochastic Tep'f'esentation fonnttla) Assume 
that F is a solution to the botmdary val7.te problem 
8F 8F 1 2 8
2F . 
fit(t, x) + J.t(t, x) ax + 20" (t, x) ax2 (t, x) 0 
F(T, x) <D(x). 
Assume furthermo'f'e that the process O"(s, Xs) = ~~ (s, Xs) is in JC given by Defi-
nition 1.11, where X is defined below. Then F has the repTesentation 
F(t,x) = Et,x[<D(Xr)J, 
whe'f'e X satisfies the SDE 
dXs J.t(s, Xs)ds + O"(s, X 8 )dW8 
Xt X. 
The following result deals with an important boundary value problem in fi-
nancial theory (see [7], p.70). 
Proposition 1.22. Assume that F is a solution to the boundary value problem 
8F 8F 1 2 8
2 F 
fit(t, x) + J.t(t, x) ax + 20" (t, x) ax2 (t, x)- rF(t, x) 0 
F(T,x) <D(x). 
Assume juTthermoTe that the process O"(s, Xs) = ~~ (s, Xs) is in JC, where X is 
defined below. Then F has the representation 
F(t, x) = e-r(T-t)Et,x[<D(Xr )], 
wheTe X satisfies the SDE 
dX8 J.t(s, X 8 )ds + O"(s, X 8 )dW8 
Xt x. 
Using Feynman-Kac we can obtain some classical results concerning the tran-
sition probabilities for the solution of a SDE (see [52], p.291). 
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Proposition 1.23. (KolmogoTOv backwaTd eq'uation) Let X be a solution to the 
SDE 
FoT 0 S t < T, let p(t, T; x, y) be the tmnsition density joT the initial soltttion 
Xt = x to this eqnation (i.e., if we solve the eq11,ation with the initial condition 
Xt = x, then the mndom vaTiable Xr has density p(t, T; x, y) in they vaTiable). 
Assnme that p(t, T; x, y) = 0 joT 0 s t < T andy S 0. 
Then we have 
ap ap 1 2 a
2p 
- at (t, T; x, y) = M(t, x) ax (t, T; x, y) + 20' (t, x) ax2 (t, T; x, y) (1.7) 
The reason that (1.7) is called backward equation is that the differential op-
erator is working on the "backward variables" ( t, x). The corresponding forward 
equation is also known as the FokkeT-Planck eqnation (see [52], p.291). 
Proposition 1.24. (KolmogoTOv joTwaTd eqnation OT FokkeT-Planck equation) 
Let X be a solntion to the SDE 
FoT 0 s t < T, let p(t, T; x, y) be the tmnsition density joT the initial solntion 
Xt = x to this eqnation. Assnme that p(t, T; x, y) = 0 joT 0 s t < T andy S 0. 
Then we have 
ap a 1 a 2 2 aT(t, T; x, y) =- ay [M(t, y)p(t, T; x, y)J + 2 ax2 [0' (T, y)p(t, T; x, y)J. (1.8) 
In contrast to the Kolmogorov backward equation (1.7), where T and y were 
held constant and the variables were t and x, here t and x are held constant 
and the variables are T and y. The variables t and x are sometimes called the 
backwaTd vaTiables, and T and y are called the joTwaTd vaTiables. 
1.5 Change of measure 
The main idea of the change of measure technique consists of introducing a new 
probability measure via a so-called density function which is in general not a 
probability density function. The importance of this theory becomes evident in 
Section 1.6. 
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Definition 1.25. Let P and Q be two probability measures on the O"-algebra 5'. 
If there exists a non-negative function fi such that 
Q(A) = 1 fi(w)dP(w), A E 5' 
we say that !I is the density of Q with respect to P and we also say that Q is 
absolutely continuous with respect to P. 
If P is absolutely continuous with respect to Q, and Q is absolutely continuous 
with respect to P, we say that P and Q are eqttivalent pmbability measures. 
The famous Girsanov's theorem allows us to describe how the dynamics of a 
stochastic process changes when the original measure is changed to an equivalent 
probability measure (see [41], pp.178-179). 
Theorem 1.26. (Girsanov's theorem) The following statements hold 
• The stochastic process 
Mt = exp { -qWt- ~q2t}, t E [0, T], 
is a martingale with respect to the natural Bmwnian filtration 
5' = o-(W8 , s :S t) under the probability measure P. 
• The relation 
Q(A) = 1 Mr(w)dP(w), A E 5', 
defines a pmbability measure Q on 5' which is eq'uivalent to P. 
• Under the probability measure Q, the process 
W = Wt + qt, t E [0, T] 
is a standard Brownian motion {is a Q-Brownian motion). 
• The process W is adapted to the natural Brownian filtration. 
The probability measure Q is called an equivalent martingale measure. 
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1.6 Applications of stochastic calculus to Finance 
In this section we present the Black-Scholes model and some famous results from 
the stochastic calculus in Finance problerns (see [41], chapter 4, and [7], chapter 
7). 
We consider a Tisky asset (called stock) with price St at time t. We assume 
that the stock price is the solution of the SDE 
(1.9) 
where W is a Brownian motion and fJ, and a are given deterministic functions. 
The function a is known as the volatility of S and fJ, is the dTijt of S. 
The case where the functions fJ, and a are constants was presented in Section 
1.3, and we have that the unique strong solution of the linear stochastic differential 
equation in this case is the geometric Brownian motion 
In our model we consider also a Tiskless asset such as a bank account. We 
assume that an investment of B0 in this asset yields an amount of 
Bt = Bo exp (1t T(s)ds) , (1.10) 
where we admit that the shoTt mte of interest r changes with time. 
If r is constant, we say that the asset B is a bond, and we have that 
at time t. Note that B satisfies the deterministic integral equation 
From now on, we consider that we are in presence of a market with a stock 
S and a bond B given by (1.9) and (1.10), respectively, where f.J,, a and r are 
deterministic constants. This is called the Black~Scholes model. 
We are interested in constitute a portfolio of at units of stock and bt units of 
bond at time t. We assume that at and bt are stocha$tic processes adapted to the 
Brownian motion and call the pair (at, bt), t E [0, T], a tmding stmtegy. 
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Notice that the value of the portfolio at time t is given by 
Our purpose is to choose a strategy (at, bt) in a reasonable way, where we do 
not lose, and such that it is seltfinancing, i.e., the increments of our wealth V 
result only from changes of the prices of the stock and the bond. In terms of 
differentials, we write 
which we interpret in the Ito sense as the relation 
1/t- Vo = 1t asdS8 + 1t b8 dB8 • 
Thus, the value of our portfolio at timet is equal to the initial investment V0 plus 
capital gains from stock and bond up to time t. 
Towards the main result in this section, we introduce one of the most impor-
tant der-ivatives (i.e., a financial instrument whose value is defined in terms of the 
value of some underlying asset, such as a stock). 
An E1.tropean option is a contract that gives the purchaser of the option the 
right, but not the obligation, to exercise the option precisely at time of matur-ity 
T, for a fixed price K, called the exer-cise pr-ice or str-ike pr-ice of the option. For 
a call option, the purchaser will have the right to buy, and for a put option, he 
will have the right to sell. 
Thus, if we have a European call option on a stockS, at timeT the holder of 
the option is entitled to a payoff of 
Cr = (Sr- K)+ = max(O, Sr- K), 
and for an European put option the payoff at time T is 
Pr = (K- Sr)+ = max(O, K- Sr). 
Since the payoff for the European option only depends of the stock price at 
time of maturity T, we say that we have a simple contingent claim 
X= <I>(S(T)), 
and the function <I> is called the contmct function. 
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The natural problem is to find the "fair" price of the option a.t time t = 0 
(time of purchase) since we do not know the price Sr at the time of the contract. 
In order to present the main pricing equation of financial derivatives, we rna.ke 
the following assumptions. 
Assumption 1.1. We assume that 
1. The derivative instrument in question can be bought and sold on a. market. 
2. The market is free of arbitrage possibilities, i.e., any possible profit in the 
market is accompanied by a risk of loss. 
3. The price process for the derivative asset with contingent claim X is of the 
form 
IT(t; X) = F(t, St), 
where F is some smooth function. 
We have the following result (see [7], p.97). 
Theorem 1.27. (Black-Scholes Equation) Assume that the market is specified by 
equations 
rBtdt 
Sta(t, St)dt + StO'(t, St)dWt, 
and that we want to price a contingent claim of the form X= <I>(Sr). 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 
Then the only pricing function of the form IT(t) = F(t, St), for some smooth 
function F, which is consistent with the absence of arbitrage is when F is the 
sohdion of the following b01mdary valne problem in the domain [0, T] x JR+ 
1 2 2 






We now turn to the question of actually solving the pricing equation and we 
notice that this equation is precisely of the form which can be solved using a 
stochastic representation formula a la Feynman-Kac presented in Section 1.4. 
In order to apply Proposition 1.22, we must define another probability measure 
Q under which the process S has a different probability distribution, such that 
the Q-dynamics of S is 
(1.15) 
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where W is a Q-Brownian motion. 
This is not the real dynamic of S. The real model is 
with W a ?-Brownian motion, where P denotes the "objective" probability mea-
sure. 
The measure Q is often called the mar-tingale meas·ure. The reason for the 
name is explained by the following result (see [7J, p.lOO). 
Theorem 1.28. (The Mar-tingale Pmperty) In the Black-Scholes model, the pTice 
pmcess II(t) for- every tmded asset, be it the under-lying or the der-ivative asset, 
has the property that the nor-malized pmcess 
Z( ) = II(t) 
t B(t) 
is a martingale 'Under the meas·ure Q. 
Let E denote expectations taken under the measure P whereas EQ denotes 
expectations under the measure Q. 
We state the following result, which establishes the price of a derivative as 
the discounted value to present of the expected payoff, where the expectation is 
taken under the measure Q (see [7], p.99). 
Theorem 1.29. (Risk Ne'Utml Val'Uation) The ar-bitrage fr-ee pr-ice of the con-
tingent claim <I>(S(T)) is given by II(t; <I>) = F(t, S(t)), where F is given by the 
for-mula 
F(t, s) = e-r(T-t)E~s [<I>(S(T))], 
wher-e the Q-dynamics of S ar-e 
with W a Q- Wiener- pr-ocess. 
In order to obtain specific formulae for the European call option, we place our-
selves again in a Black-Scholes model, which consists of two assets with dynamics 
given by 
dBt TBtdt 
dSt aStdt + O'StdWt 
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where r, a, and a are deterministic constants. 
The following result is known as the Black-Scholes formula (see 17], p.lOl). 
Proposition 1.30. (Black-Scholes fonntda) The pTice of a EnTopean call option 
with strike price K and time of rnatm'ity T is given by the foTmttla 
IT(t) = F(t, S(t)), where 
F(t,s) = sN[d1(t,s)]- e-1·(T-t)KN[d2 (t,s)]. 
Here N is the wmnlative distTibntion function for the N(O, 1) distTib'Ution and 
a~ { ln ( ~) + (r + ~a2) (T - t)} , 
d1(t,s)- avT- t. 
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Chapter 2 
A stationary problem for a Black-Scholes 
equation with transaction costs 
2.1 An option valuation problem with transaction costs 
In 1973, Fisher Black and Myron Scholes suggested a model that became funda-
mental for the valuation of financial derivatives in a complete frictionless market. 
Along with the no-arbitrage possibilities, the basic Black-Scholes model assumes 
that in order to replicate exactly the returns of a certain derivative, the hedging 
portfolio is continuously adjusted by transactioning the underlying asset of the 
derivative. The existence of costs, such as taxes or fees, for those transactions 
implies that, in opposition to the basic Black-Scholes model, the replication can 
not happen continuously otherwise those costs would be infinitely large. 
Hence the introduction of transaction costs in the market is a problem that 
has been motivating the work of several authors. 
One of the first main references is the work presented by Leland in [35], that 
suggests a market with proportional transaction costs. That is, considering v the 
number of shares (it is positive if the agent buys or negative if the agent sells) 
and S the price of the asset at time t, the costs of the transaction of v shares at 
time t are given by 
kS/v/ 
where the constant k > 0 depends on the parts involved in the transaction. 
Leland's replication strategy consisted in using the common Black-Scholes 
formulae in periodical revisions of the portfolio but with an appropriately enlarged 
volatility. This is a model widely accepted in the financial industry. However there 
are some mathematical problems with this approach, as referred by Kabanov and 
Safarian ([33]): the terminal value of the replicating portfolio does not converge 
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to the terminal payoff of the derivative if the transaction costs do not depend 
on the number of revisions (tending to infinity), limiting discrepancy that can be 
calculated explicitly. 
We also refer to Avellaneda and Paras ([4]) who obtained an extension of 
Leland's approach for non-convex payoff functions. 
The original results presented in this chapter were motivated by the work 
of Amster et al. ([2]), who proposed a model where the transaction costs are 
not proportional to the amount of the transaction, but the individual cost of 
the transaction of each share diminishes as the number of shares transactioned 
increases. Therefore, the cost is the percentage of the transaction which is given 
by 
h (v) =a- b lvl 
where v is the number of shares traded and a, b > 0. In the framework of this 
model, Amster et al. obtained a non-linear Black-Scholes type equation and stud-
ied the stationary problem associated with appropriated boundary conditions. 
The authors proved the existence and uniqueness of the solution of this problem, 
which may be obtained as a limit of a nonincreasing (nondecreasing) sequence of 
upper (respectively lower) solutions. 
In the following section we detail the construction of a Black-Scholes' type 
equation in an option pricing problem with transaction costs in the same frame-
work of Amster et al.. In section 2.3 we prove the existence of a stationary 
solution without imposing some Lipschitz as assumed in [2]. Moreover, we give 
some information on the localisation of the solution. 
2.2 Evaluation of the model 
The existence of additional costs in the transaction of the asset, requires us to 
reformulate the hedging strategy used in the option pricing problem. 
Leland ([35]) suggested a new strategy using transaction costs proportional to 
the monetary value of any buy or sell of the asset. Thus if v shares are bought 
(v > 0) or sold (v < 0) at a price S, then the transaction costs are 
klviS, 
where k is a constant depending on the individual investor. 
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We use here a slightly different structure for the transaction costs that was 
presented by Amster et al. in [2]. We assume that the individual cost of the trans-
action of each share diminishes as the number of shares transactioned increases, 
which is represented by considering the cost as the percentage given by 
h (v) =a- b lvl 
where v still is the number of shares traded (v > 0 in a buy or v < 0 in a sell) 
and a, b > 0 are constants depending on the individual investor. 
We consider the hedging portfolio consisting in an option of value V (short 
position) and L1 shares of the underlying asset of priceS (long position). So, the 
portfolio's value at timet E (0, T), with T > 0, is given by 
II= V- L1S. 
The adopted hedging strategy implies that the portfolio is reviewed every 6t, 
where 6t is a finite, fixed time step. The change in the value of the portfolio after 
each time step ot is given by 
orr = ov - L1o s - (a - b I vI) s I vI (2.1) 
where we subtract the costs, which are always positive, due to the transaction of 
I vi shares of the asset. 
It is assumed that the value of the underlying follows the random walk 
os = f.-lSbt + aB¢VM, (2.2) 








• as= as-~, 
a2II a2V 
• as2 as2 ' 
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using Ito's Lemma we obtain 
We follow the Black-Scholes replication strategy, thus we choose the number 
of shares of the underlying asset held at time t to be 
av 
.d = aS (S, t)' 
which has been evaluated at time t and asset price S. So, the number of shares 
of the asset traded after time ot is given by 
av av 
v= aS(S+oS,t+ot)- aS(S,t). 
Expanding the first term in the right side of the previous equation in a Taylor 
series for small aS and ot, we get 
aV aV 82V 82V 
88 (S+oS,t+ot)= aS(S,t)+ aS2 (S,t)oS+ at8S(S,t)ot+ ... 
Hence 
and using 2.2 
following 
Thus the expected transaction cost in a time step ot is 
E [(a- b lvl) S lvl] 
(2.3) 
where we use the fact that E (I <PI) = ..j2!7r. 
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So the expected change in the value of the portfolio is 
E(oii) = E [ ~~ + (~CJ2S2 ~~ ¢2) c5t- (a- b I vi) S I vi] 
(
av 1 2 2a2v 2 [a2v[ {2 2 3 (a2V) 2) • 
at + 2(J S aS2 - aoB aS2 y-;;&; + bcr S aS2 Ot. 
(2.4) 
In order to guarantee that the market doesn't admit opportunities of arbitrage, 
the expected return of the portfolio must be the same of a risk-free bond 
E (oii) = r (V- L1S) c5t = r ( v- ~~s) c5t (2.5) 
where r is the riskless interest rate. 
Applying (2.5) to (2.4) we obtain the equation 
av 1 2 2a2V 2 [a2V[ {2 2 3 (a2V) 2 av 
at + 2CJ S aS2 -aCTS aS2 v ;;ft + bCJ S aS2 + rS as - rV = 0. 
Considering a small enough such that 
_ 2 2 [ . (a2V) 2a {2] 
(J = (J 1- s1gn as2 ~V -;;u > o (2.6) 
the following non-linear equation is obtained 
av 1_ 2 2a2V 2 3 (a2V) 2 (av ) 
at + 2(J s as2 + bCJ s as2 + r ass- v = O. (2.7) 
Remark 2.1. Equation (2.7) is clearly an extension of the Black-Scholes equa-
tion. The introduction of our particular model for the transaction costs in the 
option pricing market led us to a partial differential equation that contains the 
Black-Scholes terms with an additional non-linear term modelling the presence of 
transaction costs. We also use an adjusted volatility in the model, not the real 
volatility. 
Remark 2.2. A particular case of (2. 7) is the one introduced by Leland where 
the transaction costs are proportional to the amount of the transaction made 
when reviewing the hedging portfolio. Hoggard, Whalley and Wilmott (see [32]) 
developed a model with proportional transaction costs k lvl S, and reached the 
equation 
av 1 2 2a2v 2 f2[a 2v[ (av ) 
at + 2CJ S aS2 - kCJS V ;Jt as2 + r asS- V = 0 
known as the Hoggard-Whalley-Wilmott Equation. 
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2.3 Stationary solutions localisation 
In this section we state our main result concerning the existence of convex sta-
tionary solutions for ( 2. 7) with Dirichlet boundary conditions 
V(c) = Vc and V(d) = Vd (2.8) 
where 0 < c < d are fixed real numbers and Vc and Vd are such that Vc ~ Vd, 
which turns out to be quite natural in some financial settings, for instance, if we 
are dealing with call options. 
These stationary solutions give the option value as a function of the stock 
price. This feature can be interesting when dealing with a model where the time 
does not play a relevant role such as, for instance, in perpetual options. 
More precisely, we consider the following non-linear Dirichlet boundary value 
problem 
Since we are concerned with convex solutions for this problem, the modified 
volatility (2.6) of the model is in this case given by 
-2 _ 2 ( 1 2a ~) 0 (J -<J -- -- > . 
(J 7rbt 
(2.10) 
The following result we state not only concerns the existence of solution but 
also gives information about its localisation. As we will see, the localisation 
statement will be a consequence of the use of the method of upper and lower 
solutions technique in the proof. We present now our main result (see [26]). 
Theorem 2.1. Consider the non-linear Dirichlet boundary value problem (2.9). 
The following asse-rtions hold: 
1. The function V (S) = Vc Sis a (linear) solution of the problem (2.9) if and 
c 
. Vd Vc 
only if d = ---;;-. 
Vd Vc ( ) 2. Let d < ---;;-. Then the problem 2.9 has a convex solution V such that 
(2.11) 
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(2.12) 
:3. MoTeoveT, in both cases, V is the nniqne convex solution of (2.9). 
The differential equation of problem (2.9) can be written using a simpler 
notation which we will use from now on in the form 
Observe that this equation is from the algebraic point of view a second order 
equation in the variable X = V". So, solving it algebraically in order of V", we 
obtain the equivalent form 
which leads us to consider the equation 
V" + 9± ( S, V, V') = 0 
where 
(j-2S2 =f Ja-4S4 + 4bS3a2T(V'S- V) 
9± (S, V, V') = 2 4 2ba2S3 . 
This fact suggests the study of an auxiliary problem as a mean to prove the 
above stated theorem. 
Consider the auxiliary problem 
{ 
V" + 9 ( S, V, V') = 0 
V(c) = Vc, V(d) =% (2.13) 
where 
We will deduce the existence of a solution V of the problem (2.13) and prove 
then that it is a convex solution of the problem (2.9). Moreover, we will obtain 
information about the localisation of V. The main argument to solve the problem 
(2.13) relies on the method of upper and lower solutions. In fact, if we prove 
that problem (2.13) has a lower solution a E 0 2 and an upper solution j3 E 0 2 
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satisfying a s (3, and that some Nagumo condition is satisfied, then the thesis 
will follow (see result in [15], p. 77), as referred above. 
We recall that a E C2 is a lower solution of (2.13) if 
{ 
a"+ g(S,a,a') 2::0 
a(c) s Vc, a(d) s Vd. 
(2.14) 
Similarly, an upper solution f3 E C2 of (2.13) is defined by reversing the 
inequalities in (2.14), that is, 
{ 
(3" + g (S, (3, (3') s 0 
(3 (c) 2:: Vc, a (d) 2:: Vd . 
(2.15) 
A solution of (2.13) is a function u which is simultaneously a lower and an upper 
solution. 
A function f is said to satisfy the N agumo on some given subset E C I x IR? 
if there exists a positive continuous function <p E C (IR.t, [c:, +oo[) , c > 0, such 
that 
if(x,y,z)i S rp(izi), V(x,y,z) E E, 
and r+oo s 
Jo rp(s)ds = +oo. (2.16) 
Now we state an existence and localisation result for the problem (2.13). 
Theorem 2.2. Suppose that 
Vd Vc -<-d- c' 
Then the problem (2.13) has a solution V such that 





Observe that a(·) and j3 (·) are lower and upper solutions of (2.13), respectively. 
In fact, we have that 
a"+ g (S, a, a') 
and 
We also have 
!3" + g (S,/3,/3') 
< 0 
and 
Moreover a ::; fJ. In fact, algebraic computations show easily that 
VdS Vd- Vc
8 
dVc- eVd - < +---d - d-e d-e 
is equivalent to 
and then to 
which holds by (2.17.) 
Now we consider the set: 
0 ::; (d- S) ( -eVd + dVc) 
0 ::; ( -eVd + dVc) 
E = { (S, x, y) E [e, d] x IR? :- <x< +---VdS Vd- VcS dVc- eVd} d - - d-e d-e 
We observe that g satisfies the Nagumo condition in E. In fact, 
Q-2 ~2 - Jo-4 ~4 + 4bS3a2r JyS- xJ 
Jg (S, x, y)J = 2ba2S3 
D-
2 
1 (Vd- Vcd dVc- eVd) y'r ILIJ I< --+ r + +--vrYr 
2ba2e ae-/Cb d-e d-e aev'b ' 
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that is, for some positive constants k1 , k2 , 
lg (S, x, y)i :S k1 + k2Vfvl· 
Put <p (y) = k1 + k2Vfvl· Then 
1+oo Y ------==dy = +oo. 0 kl + k2Vfvl 
Therefore the function g satisfies the Nagumo condition in E. So, by the result 
contained in [15], we can derive. that there exists a solution V* of ( 2.13) such that 
D 
We shall prove now that the solution of the auxiliary problem given by theorem 
2.2 is in fact a solution of problem (2.9). 
Proof. (Theorem 2.1) 
1. It is clear that V (S) = Vc S satisfies the equation of (2.9) and also the 
c 
boundary condition V (c) = Vc. It is easy to see that V satisfies the bound-
ary condition V (d) = Vd if and only if ~d = ~c, which finishes the proof. 
2. Consider a solution of (2.13), whose existence was proved in Theorem 2.2, 
and denote it by V:. Recall that 
We organize the proof in three steps (that sistematize some ideas that can 
be found in [2]). The first two steps point out two properties of V* which 
will be used in step 3 to conclude that V: is a solution of (2.9). 
Step 1. V* is convex. 
Observe that g is a nonpositive function. In fact 
I (j-2~2- va-4~4 + 4bS30'2r IV:s- V:l < (j-2~2 - ~-
g (S, V*, ~) = 2b0'2S3 - 2b0'2S3 - O. 
Therefore, V* is convex since 
II ( ') v* = - g s, v:, v* ~ o. 
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Step 2. The following ineq'Uality holds 
v:s- v:.:::; 0. 
To prove this inequality we will make use of the upper and lower solutions, 
a and /3, of the previous section. Since 
a (d) = V:. (d) = f3 (d) , 
and, for S E [c, d], 
a (S) :::; V:. (S) :::; j3 (S), 
it follows that 
!3' (d) :::; v: (d) :::; a' (d) , (2.18) 
that is, 
Va - Vc < V' (d) < Va. 
d-e - * - d 
In particular, we have 
v: (d) d:::; Va = V:. (d). (2.19) 
As seen in step 1, v:' is nonnegative. Then 
(V; (S) S- V* (S))' = v:' (S) S + v: (S) - v: (S) = v:' (S) S 2: 0 
and so v: (S) S- V:. (S) is nondecreasing inS. Therefore, by (2.19), 
v: (S) S- V:. (S) ::; v: (d) d- V:. (d) :::; 0. 
Step 3 V* is a sol'Ution of the problem (2.9). 
This statement follows easily from the above comments. In fact, since 
then 
9 (s, v:., v:) 
o-2 ~- Ja-4~ + 4bS3a2r jV}S- V*l 
2ba2S3 
o-2~ - J (J4~- 4bS3a2r (V}S- V*) 
2ba2S3 
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So, V* is a convex solution of 
and, therefore, of 
satisfying the boundary conditions 
and (2.11). As for (2.12), as seen in (2.18) 
!3' (d) ::; v: (d) ::; o/ (d) , 
that is, 
vd - Vc < v' (d) < vd. 
d-e - * - d 
Since V* (S) ::; j3 (S) in [e, d] with Vd = j3 (d), the fact that V: is con-
vex implies that the inequality /3' (d) ::; v; (d) must be strict, that is, 
!3' (d) < v; (d). Thus 
Vd - Vc V' (d) < Vd 
d-e < * -d. 
Analogous arguments applied to e show that 
V' ( ) vd- Vc * e < d . -e 
The proof of assertion 2. is finished. 
3. The uniqueness result follows immediately from Theorem 2.1 of [2]. 
D 
As we saw, the lower and upper bounds for the solution of (2.9) referred in 
(2.11) of Theorem 2.1 were precisely the lower and upper solutions of the auxiliary 
problem (2.13). We can even add that they are, in fact, the minimal and maximal 
linear upper and lower solutions, respectively, of the auxiliary problem. We state 
that fact in the following proposition for the sake of completeness. 
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Proposition 2.3. Let ~d :s; ~. Then the 'll,PJWr and lm11e·r bo·unds foT the conve.1: 
solution of pToblern (2.9) given by TheoTern 2.1 are such that 
/3(8 ) = Vd- VcS+ dVc- eVd l f l 1. - is the rninim.a .. linea:r ·u.ppe:r soZ.u.Uon o. pTo J-
d-e d-e 
lern (2.13 ); 
2. a(S) = ~d S is the rna.r-irnal lineaT loweT sol·ution of pToblern (2.1S) s·uch 
that a( d) = vd. 
PToof Any linear upper solution~ of problem (2.13) must satisfy 
Since j3 is linear and satisfies j3(c) = Vc , j3(d) = Vd , it is obvious that 
j3 :s; ~ in [c, d]. 
On the other hand, any linear lower solution & of problem (2.13) must satisfy 
&(c) :s; Vc ) &(d) :s; vd . 
Suppose that &(d)= Vd and & >a for someS E [c, d]. Then, we have that 
&(S) = Vd + "'f(S- d) for some 
Plugging & in the first member of equation of the auxiliar problem we obtain 
&" + g(S,&,&') = 
0 + g (S, &, &') 
(j2 ~ - v,--(j-4£._-44_+_4_b_S_30"_2_T_i"Y_S __ v;_d -_-"Y_(_S ___ d_)' 
2bo-2S 3 
(72~- V<f4~ + 4bS3o-2r 1-Vd + dj 
2bo-2S 3 
< 0 
which yields a contradiction as we assumed that & was a lower solution, if Vd -=/:- d. 
This ends the proof. 
D 
Now we improve the localisation result for Problem (2.9) for situations where 
bcr~c3 is small enough. 
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Theorem 2.4. Suppose that 
Vd Vc ( ) d::; --;;· 2.20 
If k = bcr;c3 is small eno'ugh, then the convex sol,ution V of pToblem (2.9) given by 
TheoTem 2.1 satisfies the following localisation statement 
{ 




Vc} V(S) Vd- VcS dVc- cVd 
max d ' 2 d2 + 2 d2 ::; ::; d + d . c- c- -c -c 
Pmof. Consider the following function, defined in [c, d], 







We will prove that ii is a lower solution of the auxiliary problem (2.13). We have 
that 
and 
~ ( ) _ Vc - Vd 2 c
2Vd - d2Vc _ u 
a c - 2 d2 c + 2 d2 - Vc c - c -
~(d)= Vc- Vdd2 c2Vd- d2Vc = v; 
a 2 d2 + 2 d2 d· c - c -




G-2~- yfo-4~ + 4bS3a 2r IV'S- VI 
2ba2S 3 
G-28;- ji4if-- y'4bS3a2r IV'S- VI 
> 
2ba2S 3 
bS3a2r v'IV'S- VI 
b2a4S6 
-V ba:S3 JIV'S- VI 





ii" + g (S, ii, ii') > 2 Vc- vd - k 1282 Vc- vd - Vc- vd S2- c2Vd- d2Vc I 
c2-d2 c2-d2 c2-d2 c2-d2 
I
S2 Vc- vd - c2Vd- d2Vc I 
c2- d2 c2- d2 
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and, for k small enough 
a/'+ 9 (S, &, &') ;::: o 
therefore & is a lower solution of the auxiliary problem. 
Since a and & are both lower solutions of the problem that together with the 
upper solution j3 satisfy the conditions of the upper and lower solutions method, 
the unique solution V provided must satisfy 
and 
So, in [c, d], 
{ 




Vc} < V(S) 
max d ' 2 d2 + 2 d2 - . c - c -
The upper bound is given by the upper solution j3 as previously stated in the 
proof of Theorem 2.2. In fact, as shown in the proof of the main theorem 2.1, 
this solution V of the auxiliary problem (2.13) is also the solution of the problem 




Discretisation of abstract linear evolution 
equations of parabolic type 
3.1 Introduction 
I ·1, 
In this chapter we investigate the discretisation of multidimensional PDE prob-
lems arising in European financial option pricing. Let us consider the stochastic 
modelling of a multi-asset financial option of European type under the framework 
of a general version of Black-Scholes model, where the vector of asset apprecia-
tion rates and the volatility matrix are taken time and space-dependent. Owing 
to a Feynman-Kac type formula, pricing this option can be reduced to solving 
the Cauchy problem (with terminal condition) for a second-order linear parabolic 
PDE of nondivergent type, with null term and unbounded coefficients, degener-
ating in the space variables (see, e.g., [34]). 
After a change of the time variable, the PDE problem is written 
~~ = Lu + f in [0, T] x IRd, u(O, x) = g(x) in IRd, (3.1) 
where L is the second-order partial differential operator in the nondivergence form 
.. a2 . a 
L(t, x) = a~J(t, x) axi8Xj + b~(t, x) axi + c(t, x), i,j = 1, ... 'd, 
with real coefficients, f and g are given real-valued functions (the free term f is 
included to further improve generality), and T E (0, oo) is a constant. For each 
t E [0, T] the operator - L is degenerate elliptic, and the growth in the spatial 
variables of the coefficients a, b, and of the free data f, g is allowed. 
One possible approach for the discretisation of the PDE problem (3.1) is to 
proceed to a two-stage discretisation. First, the problem is semi-discretised in 
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space, and both the possible equation degeneracy and coefficient unboundedness 
are dealt with (see, e.g., [21, 22], where the spatial approximation is pursued in 
a variational framework, under the strong assumption that the PDE does not 
degenerate, and [20]). Subsequently, a tirne discretisation takes place. 
For the time discretisation, the topic of the present chapter, it can be tack-
led by approxirnating the linear evolution equation problern in which the PDE 
problem (3.1) can be cast into 
du 
dt = A(t)u + f(t) m [0, T], u(O) = g, (3.2) 
where, for every t E [0, T] with T E (0, oo ), A(t) is a linear operator from a 
reflexive separable Banach space V to its dual V*, u : [0, T] --+ V is an unknown 
function, f : [0, T] --+ V*, g belongs to a Hilbert space H, with f and g given, 
.and V is continuously and densely embedded into H. We assume that operator 
A(t) is continuous and impose a coercivity condition. 
This simpler general approach, which we follow, is powerful enough to obtain 
the desired results. On the other hand, it covers a variety of problems, namely 
initial-value and initial boundary-value problems for linear parabolic PDEs of any 
order m 2 2. 
In the present chapter, we study the discretisation, using both the implicit 
and the explicit finite-difference methods schemes, in time of problem (3.2) with 
time-dependent operator A in a general setting. To further improve generality, 
we proceed to the study leaving the discretised versions of A and f nonspecified. 
Also, in order to obtain the convergence of the schemes, we need to assume that 
the solution of (3.2) satisfies a smoothness condition but weaker than the usual 
Holder-continuity. 
It is well known that, to guarantee the explicit scheme stability, an additional 
assumption has to be made, usually involving an inverse inequality between V 
and H (see, e.g., [31]). In our study, the explicit discretisation is investigated by 
assuming instead a not usual inverse inequality between H and V*. 
In addition, we illustrate our study by exploring two fundamental types for 
the discretised versions of A and f. First, we consider the approximation of A 
and f by integral averages. We show that the standard smoothness and coercivity 
assumptions for problem (3.2) induce correspondent properties for the discretised 
problem, so that stability results can be proved. Moreover, the rate of convergence 
we obtain is optimal. Then, we study the alternative approximation of A and f 
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by weighted arithmetic averages of their respective values at consecutive time-
grid points. In this case, stronger smoothness assumptions are needed in order to 
obtain the scheme convergence. 
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we set an abstract frarne-
work for a linear parabolic evolution equation and present a solvability classical 
result. In the following two sections, we study the discretisation of the evolution 
equation with the use of the Euler's implicit scheme (Section 3.3) and the Eu-
ler's explicit scheme (Section 3.4). Finally, in Sections 3.5 and 3.6, we discuss 
two main types of the discrete operator and free term, for the implicit and the 
explicit discretisation schemes, respectively. 
3.2 Preliminaries 
We establish some facts on the solvability of linear evolution equations of parabolic 
type. 
Let V be a reflexive separable Banach space embedded continuously and 
densely into a Hilbert space H with inner product (·, ·). Then H*, the dual 
space of H, is also continuously and densely embedded into V*, the dual of V. 
Let us use the notation (-, ·) for the dualization between V and V*. Let H* be 
identified with H in the usual way, by the Riesz isomorphism. Then we have the 
so called normal (or Gelfand) triple 
VYH H*yV*, 
with continuous and dense embeddings. It follows that (u, v) = (u, v), for all 
u E Hand for all v E V. Furthermore, l(u,v)l:::; llullv*llvllv, for all u E V* and 
for all v E V, where the notation II · llx stands for the Banach space X norm. 
Let us consider the Cauchy problem for an evolution equation 
du . 
dt = A(t)u + j(t) m [0, T], u(O) = g, (3.3) 
with T E (0, oo), where A(t) is a linear operator from V to V* for every t E [0, T] 
and A(· )v : [0, T] --+ V* is measurable for fixed v E V, u : [0, T] --+ V is an 
unknown differentiable function, f : [0, T] --+ V* is a measurable given function, 
d/ dt is the standard derivative with respect to the time variable t, and g E H is 
given. 
We assume that the operator A(t) is continuous and impose a coercivity con-
dition, as well as some regularity on the free data f and g. 
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Assumption 3.1. Suppose that there exist constants A > 0, K, M, and N such 
that 
1. (A(t)v, v) + All'vll~ ::; Kllvllk, \lv E V and \It E [0, T]; 
2. IIA(t)vllv• ::; Mllvllv, \lv E V and Vt E [0, T]; 
3. 1T llf(t)JJ~*dt :S: N and JJgJJH :S: N. 
Let X be a Banach space with norm II · llx· We denote by C([O, T]; X) the 
space of all continuous X-valued functions z on [0, T] such that 
llzllc([O,T];X) := o~t~~ llz(t)llx < oo 
and by L2 ([0, T]; X) the space comprising all strongly measurable functions 
w: [0, T]-+ X such that 
( 
T ) 1/2 
llwiiL2([0,T];X) := foiiw(t)!lidt < 00. 
We define the generalised solution of problem (3.3). 
Definition 3.1. We say that u E C([O, T]; H) is a generalised solution of (3.3) 
on [0, T] if 
1. u E L2 ([0, T]; V); 
2. (u(t),v) = (g,v) + 1t(A(s)u(s),v)ds+ 1t(f(s),v)ds, \lv E V, \It E [O,T]. 
The following well-known result states the existence and uniqueness of the 
generalised solution of problem (3.3) (see, e.g., [38]). 
Theorem 3.2. Under conditions (1)-(3) of Assumption 3.1, problem (3.3) has 
a 1.tniq11,e generalised soltdion on [0, T]. Moreover 
sup llu(t) 111 + {T llu(t) ll~dt::; N (119111 + {T llf(t) ll~*dt) , 
tE[O,T] lo lo 
where N is a constant. 
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3.3 Implicit discretisation 
We will now study the time discretisation of problem (3.3) making use of an im-
plicit finite-difference scherne. We begin by constructing an appropriate discrete 
framework. 
Take a number T E (0, oo), a non-negative integer n such that T/n E (0, 1], 
and define then-grid on [0, T] 
Tn = { t E [0, T] : t = j k, j = 0, 1, ... , n} , (3.4) 
where k := T jn. Denote tj = jk for j = 0, 1, ... , n. 
For all z E V, we consider the backward difference quotient 
Let Ak, fk be some time-discrete versions of A and J, respectively, i.e., Ak(tj) 
is a linear operator from V to V* for every j = 0, 1, ... , n and !k : Tn --+ V* 
a function. For all z E V, denote Ak,j+lZ = Ak(tj+l)z, !k,j+l = !k(ti+I), 
j = 0, 1, ... , n- 1. 
For each n 2': 1 fixed, we define Vj = v(tj), j = 0, 1, ... , n, a vector in V 
satisfying 
.6. -vi+l = Ak,i+l vi+ I + !k,i+l for i = 0, 1, ... , n- 1, vo =g. (3.5) 
Problem (3.5) is a time-discrete version of problem (3.3). 
Assumption 3.2. Suppose that 
1. (Ak,j+IV, v) + -XIIvll~ :S; KllviJk, 'Vv E V, j = 0, 1, ... , n- 1, 
2. IIAk,j+Ivllv* :::; Mllvllv, 'Vv E V, j = 0, 1, ... , n- 1, 
3. I:]:~ ll!k,HIII~*k:::; N and JJgJJH:::; N, 
where A, K, M, and N are the constants in Assumption 3.1. 
Remark 3.1. Note that as problem (3.5) is a time-discrete version of problem 
(3.3) and g denotes the same function in both problems, under Assumption 3.1 
we have that g E H and JJgJJH :::; N. 
Under the above assumption, we establish the existence and uniqueness of the 
solution of problem (3.5). 
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Theorem 3.3. Let Assumption :3.2 be satisfied and the constant J( be S'tu:h that 
K k ::; 1. Then for all n E 1N there exists a 'l.tniqne vector v0 , v1 , ... , Vn in V 
satisfying {:3. 5). 
To prove this result, we consider the following well known lemma (see, e.g., 
[38, 39]). 
Lemma 3.4 (Lax-Milgram). Let B : V -t V* be a botmded lineaT opemtoT. 
Assume there exists,\ > 0 such that (Bv,v) ~ -\llvll~, for all v E V. Then 
Bv = v* has a unique solution v E V for every given v* E V*. 
Pmof. (Theorem 3.3) 
From (3.5), we have that (I- kAk,1)v1 = g + fk,1k and (I - kAk,i+dvi+l = 
Vi+ fk,i+lk, fori= 0, 1, ... , n- 1, with I the identity operator on V. 
We first check that the operators I- kAk,j+l, j = 0, 1, ... , n- 1, satisfy the 
hypotheses of Lemma 3.4. These operators are obviously bounded. We have to 
show that there exists,\ > 0 such that ((I- kAk,j+1)v, v) 2:: -\llvll~, for all v E V, 
j = 0, 1, ... , n- 1. Owing to (1) in Assumption 3.2, we have 
((I- kAk,j+I)v,v) (Iv- kAk,j+Iv,v) = llvll~- k(Ak,j+lv,v) 
> llvll~- kKIIvll~ + k-\llvllt. 
Then, as Kk::; 1, we have that ((I- kAk,j+1)v, v) ~ k-\llvll~ and the hypotheses 
of Lemma 3.4 are satisfied. 
For v1 , we have that (I- kAk1)v1 = g + fk, 1k. This equation has a unique 
solution by Lemma 3.4. Suppose now that equation (I- kAk,i)vi = vi-I + fk,ik 
has a unique solution. Then equation (I- kAk,i+1)vi+1 =vi+ fk,i+lk has also a 
unique solution, again by Lemma 3.4. The result is obtained by induction. 0 
Next, we prove an auxiliary result and then obtain a version of the discrete 
Gronwall's lemma convenient for our purposes. 
Lemma 3.5. Let a~, a~, ... , a~ be a finite sequence of numbers for every integer 
n 2:: 1 such that 0 ::; aj ::; c0 + C "L.{:;:i af, for all j = 1, 2, ... , n, wheTe C is a 
positive constant and c0 2:: 0 is some real mtmber. Then aj ::; ( C + 1 )J -l c0 , for 
all j = 1, 2, ... , n. 
Proof. Let bj := c0 + C l:{~i bf, j = 1, 2, ... , n. Then aj ::; bj for all j ~ 1. 
Indeed for j = 1, we have that a~ ::; b~ = Co· Assume now that af ::; bf for all 
i::; j. Then 
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j j 
bj+1 = co + C L b~ ;:::: co + C L ait ;:::: ajt+l 
i=l ·i=l 
and, by induction, aj :::; bj for all j ;:::: 1. It is easy to see that bjt+1 - bj = Cbjt, 
j ;:::: 1, giving 
and the result is proved. 0 
Lemma 3.6 (Discrete Gronwall's inequality). Let a0, af, ... , a~ be a finite se-
quence of numbers for every integer n ;:::: 1 such that 
j 
0 < a'fl: < an+ K "\:"' a"!k 
- J - 0 ~ ~ (3.6) 
i=1 
holds for every j = 1, 2, ... , n, with k := T jn, and K a positive number such that 
Kk =: q < 1, with q a fixed constant. Then 
for all integers n;:::: 1 and j = 1, 2, ... , n, wher-e Kg:= -Kln(l- q)jq. 
Proof. The result is obtained by using standard discrete Gronwall arguments. 
From (3.6), as Kk < 1 we have 
j-1 j-1 
(1 - Kk) n < n + K"\:" nk n < a() + Kk "\:"' n aj - ao ~ ai <=? aj - 1- Kk 1- Kk ~ ai' 
~1 ~1 
(3.7) 
for every j = 1, 2, ... , n. Owing to Lemma 3.5, with Co = a0j(1 - Kk) and 
C = Kk/(1- Kk), from the right inequality in (3.7) we obtain 
( 
Kk )j-1 an 
aj ~ 1- Kk + 1 1-~k 
a0 a0 




(1- Kk)n = exp(nln(1- Kk)) = exp nKk q 
= exp ( KTln(1 q- q)) , 
the result is proved. D 
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We are now able to prove that the scheme (3.5) is stable, that is, the solution 
of the discrete problem remains bounded independently of k. 
Theorem 3.7. Let Assumption 8.2 be satisfied and assume fnr'tlwr- that constant 
K satisfies: 2Kk < 1. Denote vk,j, with j = 0, 1, ... , n, the uniqtte sol'IJ,tion of 
problem (8. 5) in Theor-em .1. S. Then ther-e exists a constant N independent of k 
such that 
1. o~"t, Jlv,,;Jii< S N (Jigllk + t, ll!k,;ll~.k); 
2. t.livk,;JI~k S N (Jigllk + t llfk.Jil~·k) · 
Remar-k 3.2. Owing to (3) in Assumption 3.2, the estimates (1) and (2) above 
can be written, respectively, 
~~~ c~"t, llv,,; IIi< s N) and !~~ (t.JivkJII~k s N) 
Remar-k 3.3. Under Assumption 3.2, with K satisfying 2Kk < 1, Theorem 3.3 
obviously holds so that problem (3.5) has a unique solution. 
Proof. (Theorem 3. 7) 
Fori= 0, 1, ... , n- 1, we have that 
and, summing up both members of equation (3.8), we obtain, for j = 1, 2, ... , n, 
j-1 j-1 




livk,j II~ < llvk,oll1- + L 2(vk,i+1 - vk,i, Vk,i+1) 
i=O 
j-1 
llvk,oll~ + L 2(Ak,i+1vk,i+1k + !k,i+lk, Vk,i+I)· 
i=O 
As, by Cauchy's inequality, 
2(fk,i+l, vk,i+I)k::::; Alivk,i+d~k + ~llik,i+Iil~*k, 
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with A > 0, owing to (1) in Assumption 3.2 we obtain 
j-1 j-1 j-1 
Jlvk,jl/~::; ll'uk,oll~ + 2K L Jlvk,i+Ill~k- A L llvk,i+Ill~k + ± L 11Jk,i+1ll~*k, 
i=O i=O i=O 
and then 
j j n 
JJvk,jJJ~ +A L JJvk,iJJ~k::; JJvk,oll~ + 2K L Jlvk,ill~k + ± L ll!k,ill~*k. (3.9) 
i=1 i=l i=1 
In particular, 
j n 
Jlvk,jll~::; JJvk,oll~ + 2K L IJvk,ilJ~k + ± L ll!k,ill~*k, (3.10) 
i=l i=1 
and, using Lemma 3.6, 
(3.11) 
where Kq is the constant defined in the Lemma. Estimate (1) follows. 
From (3.9), (3.10), and (3.11) we finally obtain 
llvkJifi< + ,\ t lfvk,<il~k S (rrvk,olli< + ~ t l!fk,<if~.k) e2K,T 
and t lfv,,,lff,k s (rrv,,olli< + ~ t IIJ...IIP) ~e'K,r 
Estimate (2) follows. 0 
We will now study the convergence properties of the scheme we have con-
structed. We impose stronger regularity on the solution u = u(t) of problem 
(3.3). 
Assumption 3.3. Let u be the solution of problem (3.3) in Theorem 3.2. We 
suppose that there exist a fixed number c5 E (0, 1] and a constant C such that 
for all i = 0, 1, ... , n - 1. 
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Remark 3.4. Assume that u satisfies the following condition: "There exist a fixed 
number o E (0, 1] and a constant C such that llu(t)- ·u(s)llv ~Cit- si<\ for all 
s, t E [0, T]". Then Assumption 3.3 obviously holds. 
By assuming this stronger regularity of the solution u of (3.3), we can prove 
the convergence of the solution of problem (3.5) to the solution of problem (3.3) 
and determine the convergence rate. The accuracy we obtain is of order 0. 
Theorem 3.8. Let Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2 be satisfied and ass·ume fu'f'ther that 
constant K satisfies: 2Kk < 1. Denote u(t) the ·uniq·ue sol·ution of (3.3) in 
Theorem 3.2 and vk,j, j = 0, 1, ... , n, the uniq·ue sol·ution of (3.5) in TheoTem 3.3. 
Let also Assumption 3.3 be satisfied. Then there exists a constant N independent 
of k such that 
Proof. Define w(ti) := Vk,i- u(ti), i = 0, 1, ... , n. Fori= 0, 1, ... , n- 1, 
w(ti+I)- w(ti) = Ak,i+Iw(ti+I)k + fk,i+lk- u(ti+I) + u(ti) + Ak,i+Iu(ti+I)k 
= Ak,i+Iw(ti+I)k + cp(ti+I), 
where cp(ti+1 ) := fk,i+lk- u(ti+l) + u(ti) + Ak,i+Iu(ti+l)k. 
Owing to (1) in Assumption 3.2, we obtain 
llw(ti+I)II1-IIw(ti)ll1 =2(w(ti+I)- w(ti),w(ti+I)) -llw(ti+I)- w(ti)ll1 
:S2(Ak,i+1w(ti+1), w(ti+1))k + 2(cp(ti+1), w(ti+I)) 
~ - 2.:\llw(ti+l) ll~k + 2KIIw(ti+l) 111-k 
+ 2l(cp(ti+l), w(ti+I))I. 
(3.12) 
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<p2(ti+1) := !k,i+lk- lti f(s)ds, 
for the last term in (3.12) we have the estimate 
21 (l"(ti+I), w(t<+1)) I :'0 21 ([<+' A(s) ( u(t;+l) - u(s ))ds, w(ti+l)) I 
+ 2J ( (/)1 (ti+I), w( ti+l)) J + 2J ( <p2( ti+l), w(ti+l)) J. 
Let us estimate separately each one of the three terms in (3.13). 
(3.13) 
For the first term, owing to (2) in Assumption 3.1 and using Cauchy's inequal-
ity, we obtain 
1 r·+l ) 2 \ Jti. A(s)(u(ti+1)- u(s))ds, w(ti+1) 
~ 21ti+l J(A(s)(u(ti+1)- u(s)), w(tHI))Jds 
~ 2MJJw(ti+I)JJv lti+l JJu(ti+l)- u(s)JJvds 
A 3M2 ( fti+l )2 
~ 31lw(ti+I)ll~k + >:k Jti JJu(ti+1)- u(s)llvds , 
with A> 0. 
For the two remaining terms, we have the estimates 
and 
with A > 0, using Cauchy's inequality. 
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(3.14) 
Therefore, from (3.14), (3.15), and (3.16) we get the following estimate for 
(3.13) 
3M2 (iti-1-1 ) 2 2l(<p(ti+r),w(tHr))l S >.llw(ti+r)ll~k + M ti llu(tHr)- u(s)llvds 
+ ,\3kii'Pr(tHr)ll~· + ,\3kii'P2(ti+l)ll~·· 
(3.17) 
Putting estimates (3.12) and (3.17) together and summing up, owing to As-
sumption 3.3 we obtain, for j = 1, 2, ... , n, 
llw(tj)ll1- +A fllw(tHr)ll~k S 2K f llw(ti+I) 111-k + 30: M2 f k28+1 








llw(tj)ll1- + >. 2:::: llw(ti)ll~k S2Kl:::: llw(ti)ll1-k + Nk28 
i=l i=l 
+ N ~ ~ IIA,,,u( t,)k - [ A( s )u( t,)ds [ 
+ N ~ ~ llt'·'k- [ /(s)ds[, 
with N a constant. Following the same steps as in the proof of Theorem 3.7, 
estimates (1) and (2) follow. 0 
Next result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.8. 
Corollary 3.9. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 3.8 be satisfied and denote u(t) 
the unique solution of {3.3) in Theorem 3.2 and Vk,j, j = 0, 1, ... , n, the unique 
solution of {3.5) in Theorem 3.3. If there exists a constant N' independent of k 
such that 
2 






for- j = 1, 2, ... , n, then 
with N be a constant independent of k. 
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3.4 Explicit discretisation 
We now approach the time-discretisation with the use of an explicit finite-difference 
scheme. As in the previous section, we begin by setting a suitable discrete frame-
work and then investigate the stability and convergence properties of the scheme. 
Observe that, when using the explicit scheme, a previous "discretisation in 
space" has to be assumed. Therefore, we will consider the following version of 
problem (3.3) in the spaces Vh, Hh, and v,:, "space-discrete versions" of V, H, 
and V*, respectively, 
du 
dt = Ah(t)u + !h(t) m [0, T], u(O) = 9h, (3.18) 
with Ah(t), fh(t), and 9h "space-discrete versions" of A(t), j(t), and g, and 
h E ( 0, 1] a constant. We will use the notation ( ·, ·) h for the inner product in 
Hh and (·, ·)h for the duality between Vh' and Vh. 
Let the time-grid Tn as defined in (3.4). For all z E Vh, consider the forward 
difference quotient in time 
Let Ahk, fhk be some time-discrete versions of Ah and fh, respectively, and 
denote, for all z E Vh, 
with j = 0, 1, ... , n - 1. 
For each n;::: 1 fixed, we consider the time-discrete version of (3.18), 
.6. +vi = Ahk,iVi + !hk,i fori= 0, 1, ... , n- 1, vo = 9h, (3.19) 
with Vj = v(tj), j = 0, 1, ... , n, in Vh. 
Problem (3.19) can be solved uniquely by recursion 
j-1 j-1 
Vj = 9h + L Ahk,ivik + L !hk,ik for j = 1, ... , n, Vo = 9h· 
i=O i=O 
We make some assumptions. 
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Assumption 3.4. Suppose that 
1. (Ahk,jv, v)h + A.llvll~" ::; Kllvll~,., Vv E V'lt, j = 0, 1, ... , n- 1, 
2. IIAhk,jvllv; ::; Nlllvllv,., Vv E V'lt, j = 0, 1, ... , n- 1, 
3. l:j~~ iifhk,jil~;k::; N and ll9~tiiH"::; N, 
where A, K, M, and N are the constants in Assumption 3.1. 
Remark 3.5. We refer to Remark 3.1 and note that, under Assumption 3.1, 
9h E Hh and ll9hiiH,. ::; N. 
The following version of the discrete Gronwall's inequality is an immediate 
consequence of Lemma 3.6. 
Lemma 3.10. Let a~, af, ... , a~ be a finite sequence of numbers for- ever-y integer-
n 2:: 1 such that 
j-1 
0 ::; aj ::; a0 + K L af k, (3.20) 
i=O 
holds joT every j = 0, 1, ... , n, with k := T jn and K a positive number- such that 
Kk =: q < 1, with q a fixed constant. Then 
for- all integer-s n 2::1 andj = 0, 1, ... ,n, wher-e Kq := -Kln(1- q)jq. 
Pmof. From (3.20), owing to Lemma 3.6 we have 
j 
(1 + Kk)aj::; (1 + Kk)a0 + K L afk::; (1 + Kk)a0eKqT, 
i=l 
for j = 1, 2, ... , n. The result follows. D 
In order to obtain stability for the scheme (3.19) we make an additional as-
sumption, involving an inverse inequality between Hh and Vh*· We note that, for 
the case of the implicit scheme, there was no such need: the implicit scheme's 
stability was met unconditionally. 




RemaTk 3.6. The usual assumption involvei'i instead an inverse inequality between 
Vh and Hh: 
(3.22) 
It can be easily checked that (3.22) implies (3.21). In fact, for all z E Vh, z =f. 0, 
with the last inequality above due to (3.22). 
RemaTk 3.7. Assumption 3.5 is not void. For example, when the solvability of a 
multidimensional linear PDE of parabolic type is considered in Sobolev spaces, 
and its discretised version solvability in discrete counterparts of those spaces 
(see [21]), (3.21) is satisfied with Ch such that C~ -1;:::: Ch-2 , with C a constant 
independent of h. 
Theorem 3.11. Let Assumptions 3.4 and 3.5 be satisfied and>., K, M, and Ch 
the constants defined in the Assttmptions. Denote by vhk,j, with j = 0, 1, ... , n, the 
unique solution ofpmblem (:3.19). Assnme that constant K is snch that 2Kk < 1. 
If theTe exists a numbeT p such that M2C~k :::; p < >. then there exists a constant 
N, independent of k and h, such that 
Remark 3.8. Remark 3.2 applies to the above theorem with the obvious adapta-
tions. 
Pmof. (Theorem 3.11) 
Fori= 0, 1, ... , n- 1, we have 
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and, summing up both members of equation (3.23), for j = 1, 2, ... , n, we get 
j-1 j-1 
llvhk,jll~h = llvhk,oll~" + L2(vhk,i+1- Vhk,i, Vhk,i)h + L llvhk,i+I- vhk,.dl~, 
i=O i=O 
j-1 j-1 
= llvhk,ollk" + L 2(Ahk,ivhk,i, vhk,i)hk + L 2(fhk,i, vhk,i)hk 
i=O i=O 
j-1 
+ L IIAhk,iVhk,i + !hk,illkhk2 . 
i=O 
(3.24) 
Owing to (1) in Assumption 3.4 and using Cauchy's inequality, from (3.24) 
we obtain the estimate 
j-1 j-1 
llvhk,jll~h::; llvhk,oll~h + 2K L llvhk,ill~"k- A L llvhk,ill~,k 
i=O i=O (3.25) 
j-1 j-1 
+ ~ L ll!hk,ill~;k + L IIAhk,iVhk,i + !hk,illkhk2 , 
i=O i=O 
with A> 0. 
For the last term in the above estimate (3.25), owing to (2) in Assumption 
3.4 and to Assumption 3.5, and using Cauchy's inequality we obtain 
j-1 
LIIAhk,iVhk,i + !hk,ill~hk2 
i=O 
j-1 
::; C~k L IIAhk,iVhk,i + !hk,ill~;k 
i=O 
<; (1 + !')CKk ~ IIAhk,,vhk,ill~,:k + ( 1 + ~) CKk ~ llfhk,ill~,:k 
<; (1 + !')M2C~k ~ llvhk,<ll~,k + ( 1 + ~) C~k ~ ll!hk,<ll~,:k, 
with p, > 0. 
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(3.26) 
Finally, putting estimates (3.25) and (3.26) together, we get 
j-1 
Jlvhk,Jil~" :SJlvhk,o/1~" + 2K L: 1/vhk,i//~"k 
i=O 
j-1 
+ ( (1 + ~-t)M2C,:k- A) L 1/vhk,.d/~, k (3.27) 
i=O 
+ G + ( 1 + D C~k) ~ IIA•.dl~,:k 
Now, if there is a constant p such that 
M2C~k :S p < A, 
implying that, for J-t sufficiently small, 
then from (3.27) we obtain the estimate 
j-1 
Jlvhk,jJI~h +(A- (1 + J-t)p) L: 1/vhk,i//~hk 
i=O 
j-1 n-1 
:S Jlvhk,oll~h + 2KL 1/vhk,i//~hk + L L: 1/!hk,ill~:k, 
i=O i=O 




Jlvhk,ji/J.h :S 1/vhk,oJI~" + 2KL Jlvhk,il/~"k + L L 1/!hk,iJI~;k (3.29) 
i=O i=O 
and, using Lemma 3.10, 
l!vhkJIIk, s (rrvhk,ollk, + L ~ IIA •. dl~,:k) e2K'T, (3.30) 
where Kq is the constant defined in Lemma 3.10. (1) follows. 
From (3.28), (3.29), and (3.30) we finally obtain 
j-1 
1/vhk,JJI~h + (A-(1 + J-t)p) L 1/vhk,i//~hk 
i=O 
and (2) follows. 0 
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Finally, we prove the convergence of the scheme and determine the convergence 
rate. The accuracy obtained is of order 6, with c5 given by Assumption 3.3. 
Theorem 3.12. Let Ass'umptions 8.1, 8.4, and 8.5 be satisfied and A, K, NI, and 
Ch the constants defined in the Assumptions. Denote by uh(t) the 'l.tniqt~e sol,ution 
of problem (8.18) in Theorem 8.2 and by vhk,j, with j = 0, 1, ... ,n, the uniqtw 
sol'ution of pTOblern (8.1 9). Ass'ume that constant K is S'lu;h that 2K k < 1 and that 
Assumption 8.8 is satisfied. If there exists a mtrnber p such that M2C~k ~ p < A 
then there exists a constant N, independent of k and h, such that 
Proof. Define w(ti) := vhk,i- uh(ti), i = 0, 1, ... , n. Fori= 0, 1, ... , n- 1 
w(ti+l) - w(ti) = Ahk,iw(ti)k + fhk,ik- uh(ti+l) + uh(ti) + Ahk,iuh(ti)k 
= Ahk,iw(ti)k + cp(ti), 
where <p(ti) := !hk,ik- uh(ti+l) + uh(ti) + Ahk,iuh(ti)k. 
We have that 
llw(ti+I)II1-h -llw(ti)ll1-h =2(w(ti+I)- w(ti),w(ti))h + llw(ti+I)- w(ti)ll1-h 
~2(Ahk,iw(ti), w(ti))hk + 2l(cp(ti), w(ti))hl 
+ IIAhk,iw(ti)k + cp(ti) IIJ-h. 
(3.31) 
We want to estimate each one of the three terms in (3.31). For the first term 
in (3.31), owing to (1) in Assumption 3.4, we obtain 
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Noting that rp(ti) can be written 
i
ti+! 




rp1(ti) := Ahk,iuh(ti)k- ti Ah(s)uh(ti)ds and 'P2(ti) := fhk,ik- ti fh(s)ds, 
for the second term in (3.31) we have 
2/(<p(t;), w(t,))hl ~21 \1''+' Ah(s )( uh(t;) - uh(s))ds, w(t,) ~ J 
+ 2j(rpl(ti),w(ti))hi + 2j(rp2(ti),w(ti))hi 
(3.33) 
and, following the same steps as in the proof of Theorem 3.8, we obtain the 
estimate 
3M2 (lti-1-! ) 
2 
2j(rp(ti), w(ti))hi ::;; Aliw(ti)li~hk + M ti iiuh(ti)- uh(s)llv;,ds 
+ ,\3kii'PI(ti)li~; + :kli'P2(ti)li~:· (3.34) 
Next, we estimate the last term in (3.31). Owing to (2) in Assumption 3.4 
and to Assumption 3.5, and using Cauchy's inequality, 
IIAhk,iw(ti)k + rp(ti)IIJ:rh :S; C~IIAhk,iw(ti)k + rp(ti)li~; 
::;; (1 + p)C~i1Ahkiw(ti)li~*k2 + (1 + ~) C~lirp(ti)li~* 
' h It h 
::;; (1 + p)M2C~kllw(ti) ll~,k + ( 1 + ~) C~llrp(ti) II~;, 
(3.35) 
with p > 0. As, owing to (2) in Assumption 3.1 and to Cauchy's inequality, 
lirp(ti) II~* in (3.35) can be estimated by 
h 
li'f'(t,)ll~, = lit+> Ah( s )( uh(t;) - uh(s) )ds + <p1 (t;) + <p2(t,) [, 
~ ( 1 + v + ~) lit+' Ah(s)(uh(t,)- uh(s))dsl[, 
+ (1 + v + _!_) II'Pl(ti)ll~* + (1 + v + _!_) II'P2(ti)ll~* (3·36) v h v h 
( 1) (it'+l )
2 
::;; 1 + v + ~ M 2 t: iiuh(ti)- uh(s)llv"ds 
+ ( 1 + v + ~) li'PI(ti)li~; + ( 1 + v + ~) II'P2(ti)ll~;' 
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with v > 0, from (3.35) and (3.36), we obtain the following estimate for the last 
term in (3.31) 
IIAhk,iw(ti)k + <p(ti)IIJ:rh:::; (1 + f.t)l\lf 2 C~kllw(ti)ll~hk 
+ ( 1 + ~) ( 1 + v + ~) M'df. ([+' !luh(t;)- uh(s)llv,ds) 
2 
+ ( 1+ ~) ( 1 + v+ ~) C~II'P,(t,m,: + ( 1+ ~) ( 1 + v + n c,~II'P,(t,) II~; 
(3.37) 
Putting estimates (3.32), (3.34), and (3.37) together and summing up, owing 
to Assumption 3.3, we have, for j = 0, 1, ... , n, 
j-1 j-1 
llw(tj)IIJ:rh :::;2K2:: llw(ti)llkk + ((1 + M)M2C~k- A) 2:: llw(ti)ll~hk 
i=O i=O 
+M'C' ( (1+ ~) (1+ v+ ~) C~k+ ~) ~k"+' 
+ ( (1 + ~) ( 1 + v + ~) C~k + ~) ~ ~II'P,(t,JII~; 
+ ( (1+ ~) (1+ v + ~) C~k+ ~) ~ ~~~<p,(t,)!l~; 
As we assume that there is a constant p such that 
M2C~k ~ p <A, 
we have that, for f.t sufficiently small, 
( 1 + 1-l) M2C~ k - A :::; ( 1 + M )p - A < 0. 
Then, from (3.38), 
j-1 
llw(tj)IIJ:rh +(A- (1 + M)P) 2:: llw(ti)ll~hk 
i=O 
j-1 




where L :=((3M2 + >.p + v>.p)f..ll/ + (1 + t-t + v + v2)>.p)/t-tv/\M2 . ERtirnates (1) 
and (2) are obtained following the same steps as in Theorem 3.11. 0 
Next result follows immediately from Theorem 3.12. 
Corollary 3.13. Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 8.12 are satisfied. De-
note by uh ( t) the unique solution of pmblem (8.18) in Theo1·em S. 2 and by vhk,j, 
with j = 0, 1, ... , n, the unique solution of p'T'Oblern (8.1 9 ). If theTe exists a con-
stant N', independent of k, S'l.tch that 
foT j = 0, 1, ... , n- 1, then 




and L llvhk,j- uh(tj)ll~hk:::; Nk28 , 
j=O 
3.5 Types of operator specification- implicit scheme 
In this Section, we investigate two possible types of discretising operator Ak and 
function fk, under the framework of the implicit scheme. 
We begin by considering the particular case where Ak and fk in problem (3.5) 
are specified, respectively, by the integral averages 
and (3.39) 
for all z E V, j = 0, 1, ... , n- 1. 
For all z E V, we denote 
We prove that, under Assumption 3.1, .fh and Jk satisfy Assumption 3.2. 
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Proposition 3.14. Under Assumption t'J.1, opemtoT .ih and j1.mction fk satisfi; 
1. (Ak,j+lv, v) + -\llvll~:::; KllviiJt., 'i/v E V, j = 0, 1, ... , n- 1, 
2. IIAk,Hlvllv* :::; N!llvllv, 'i/v E V, j = 0, 1, ... , n- 1, 
3· 2:7~~ llfk,j+lll~* k :::; N, 
where A, K, M, and N ar-e the constants in Ass·umption 3.1. 
Proof. For all v E V, owing to (1) in Assumption 3.1, 
_ ( 1 i.tHl ) 1 i.ti+l (Ak,j+lv, v) = k . A(s)vds, v = k . (A(s)v, v)ds 
~ ~ 
:<:: ~ f+' (KIIvllk- Allvlln ds 
= Kllvll~- -\llvll~, 
with j = 0, 1, ... , n- 1, and (1) is proved. 
For all v E V, owing to (2) in Assumption 3.1, 
with j = 0, 1, ... , n - 1, and (2) is proved. 
For (3), we have 
2 
~ llfkJ+dl~. k = ~ ~ t+' f(s)ds k :':: ~ ~ t+' llf(s)ll~·dsk 
J=O j=O tJ V* J=O tJ 
= 1T llf(s)ll~*ds:::; N, 
using Jensen's inequality and owing to (3) in Assumption 3.1. 0 
As an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.14, the existence and unique-
ness and the stability results, Theorems 3.3 and 3.7, respectively, hold for this 
particular scheme under Assumption 3.1 instead of Assumption 3.2. 
For the scheme's convergence, we state a new result. 
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Theorem 3.15. Let Ass·urnption ,'J.J be sati,~fied and assume that constant J( 
satisfies: 2Kk < 1. Denote by ·u(t) the ·unique solution of pToblern (8.8) ·in 
TheoTern 3. 2. Ass·ume that Ak and fk in pmblern (8. 5) an~ spec~fied, Tespectively, 
by Ak and Jk in (8.<'19) and denote by 'Vk,j, j = 0, 1, ... , n, the unique sol·ut·ion of 
pmblern (8.5) in TheoTern S.S. Let Ass'll.rnption S.S be satisfied. Then there e.xists 
a constant N independent of k such that 
n 
and L llvk,j- u(tj)li~k:::; Nk28 . 
j=O 
Proof The estimates in Theorem 3.8 are obtained as an immediate consequence 
of Proposition 3.14. Additionally, due to the particular form of operator Ak and 
function jk, we have 







2 lit· it· k 1 A(s)u(tj)dsk- 1 A(s)u(tj)ds tj-1 tj-1 =0 V* 
and 
2 
n 1 - 1tj n 1 1 it . it . L k !k,jk- f(s)ds = L k k 1 f(s)dsk- 1 f(s)ds 




The result follows. 0 
From Theorem 3.15, we see that the rate of convergence is optimal when A 
and fare approximated by the integral averages Ak and ]k, respectively. 
Moreover, it can be easily checked that any operator Ak and function jk 
optimizing the rate of convergence coincide with Ak and f~, in the sense that 
1/A.k,j+lz- Ak,J+lzi/V* = 0 and 
for all z E V, j = 0, 1, ... , n - 1. In fact, 
2 
k2 ,,Ak,ju(tj)- Ak,ju(tj)ll:. s2 Ak,ju(tj)k -1Jt~l A(s)u(tj)ds 
V* 
t· 2 




k'IIJ..;- f.J[. ~ 2 j,Jk- f, f(s)ds 
2 
= 0, 
for all j = 1, 2, ... , n. 
Next, we investigate a different type of specification for Ak and fk in problem 
(3.5). 
Consider the pairs of discrete weight functions 
such that 
and 
for all j = 0, 1, ... , n- 1. 
We define the discrete operator 
and the discrete function 
(3.41) 
for all z E V, j = 0, 1, ... , n- 1. Denote 
and 
for all z E V, j = 0, 1, ... , n- 1. 
We prove that, in this particular case, under Assumption 3.1, Assumption 3.2 
is satisfied. 
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Proposition 3.16. Under Assarnption 8.1, Ak and jk sa.tis.f:ij 
1. (Ak,j+lv,v) + AIJv//~::; KIJviJ~, Vv E V, j = 0, 1, ... ,n -1, 
2. 1/Ak,j+lv//v*::; NIIJviJv, Vv E V, j = 0, 1, ... ,n -1, 
3. Lj~~ J/}k,Hll/~*k::; N, 
where A, K, M, and N are constants, with A, IC and NI the constants in As-
sumption 3.1. 
Proof. For all v E V, owing to (1) in Assumption 3.1, 
with j = 0, 1, ... , n- 1, and (1) is proved. 
For all v E V, owing to (2) in Assumption 3.1, we have 
with j = 0, 1, ... , n- 1, and (2) is proved. 
Inequality (3) is satisfied trivially and the result is proved. 0 
For this particular scheme, the existence and uniqueness and the stability 
results, respectively, Theorems 3.3 and 3.7, hold under Assumption 3.1 instead of 
Assumption 3.2 as an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.16. 
In order to prove a result on the scheme's convergence, we assume further 
smoothness. Denote by 'B(V, V*) the Banach space of all bounded linear operators 
from V into V*. Also, denote by Lip([O, T]; X) the space of Lipschitz-continuous 
X-valued functions on [0, T], with X a Banach space. Let both spaces be endowed 
with the usual norms. 
Assttrnption 3.6. Suppose that 
1. A E Lip([O, T]; 'B(V, V*)); 
2. f E Lip([O,T];V*). 
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Remark 3.9. (1) and (2) in Assumption 3.6 could be replaced, respectively, by 
the weaker conditions 
A E ca([O, T]; 23(V, V*)) and f E ca([O, T]; V*), 
where 0 < o ::=; a ::=; 1, with 0 the constant defined in Assumption 3.3. 
Theorem 3.17. Let As.ntmption :3.1 be sati.~fied and ass11,me j?1,rther that constant 
K satisfies: 2Kk < 1. Denote by u(t) the ·uniq·ue solution of pmblem {:3.:3) in 
Theorem :3.2. Assume that Ak and fk in problem {:3. 5) are spec~fied, respectively, 
by .fh and jk in (3.40), (:3.41) and denote by vk,j, j = 0, 1, ... , n, the unique solu-
tion of problem (:3. 5) in Theor-em :3. 3. Let Assnmptions :3.:3 and :3.6 ar-e satis.fied. 
Then there exists a constant N independent of k such that 
n 
L llvk,j- u(tj)ll~k ::=; Nk28 . 
j=O 
Pmof. The estimates in Theorem 3.8 are obtained as an immediate consequence 
of Proposition 3.16. Due to the particular form of operator Ak and function jk, 
we have 
n 1 it· 2 L k Ak,ju(tj)k- 3 A(s)u(tj)ds 
j=1 ti-l V* 
(3.42) 
n 1 it· 
= L k (0_1A(tj-1)u(tj) + 0A(tj)u(tj)) k-
3 
A(s)u(tj)ds 
j=1 ti-l V* 
n t· 2 
= L ~ i 3 (0_1A(tj-1) + 0A(tj)- (0_1 + 0) A(s)) u(tj)ds 
j=1 ti-l V* 
2 
::=; t iti 11(0_1 (A(tj-1)- A(s)) + 0(A(tj)- A(s))) u(tj)ll~* ds, 
j=1 tj-1 
with the inequality obtained by the use of Jensen's inequality. 
For the argument of the integral in (3.42), 
II (0_1(A(tj-1)- A(s)) + 0(A(tj)- A(s))) u(tj)11:* 
' 2 2 ' 2 2 
::=; 2 (p~_ 1 ) ll(A(tj-1)- A(s))u(tj)llv* + 2 (pj) ll(A(tJ·)- A(s))u(tj)llv* (3.43) 
::=; 2(Nltj-1- sl·llu(tj)llv) 2 +2(Nltj -sl·llu(tj)llv)2 
:::; Nk2 llu(tj)ll~:::; Nk2 :::; Nk28 , 
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owing to (1) in Assumption 3.6. 
Finally, from (3.42), (3.43), 
Following the same steps, owing to (2) in Assumption 3.6, we also obtain 
and the result follows. 0 
Remark 3.10. For j = 1, ... , n, the two-point closed Newton-Cotes quadrature 
formulas for the integrals 
f, A(s)u(t;)ds and f, f(s)ds 
are written, respectively, 
with the weights 
It can be easily shown that in the particular case where A(s)u(tj) and f(s), 
with tj-l :::; s :::; tj and j = 1, ... , n, are real-valued polynomials of degree 1 the 
approximation error is null. 
3.6 Types of operator specification- explicit scheme 
In this section, we investigate the same types of specification for the discretised op-
erator Ahk and function fhk but now under the framework of the explicit scheme. 
We begin by considering the particular case, where Ahk and fhk in problem 
(3.19) are specified, respectively, by the integral averages 
and (3.44) 
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for all z E Vh, j = 0, 1, ... , n- 1. For all z E Vi~, denote 
For this particular scheme, under Assumption 3.1, Assumption 3.4 is satisfied. 
Proposition 3.18. UndeT Assttmption 3.1, openltoT Ahk and .function j,~k satisfy 
1. (Ahk,jv, v)h + Aiivii~h :::; KllviiJrh, Vv E Vh, j = 0, 1, ... , n- 1, 
2. iiAhk,jviiv,; :::; Mllvllvh, Vv E Vh, j = 0, 1, ... , n- 1, 
8. Ej,:~ ii!Jtk,jii~,:k:::; N, 
wheTe A, K, M, and N aTe the constants in Assumption 3.1. 
Pmof. Operator Ahk,j and function Jhk,j coincide, respectively, with Ak,j+l and 
Jk,j+l in (3.39), for j = 0, 1, ... , n- 1, replacing A and f by their versions Ah 
and fh in the integrals' arguments. The result follows from Proposition 3.14. 0 
Owing to Proposition 3.18, the stability result, Theorem 3.11, holds for this 
particular scheme under Assumption 3.1 instead of Assumption 3.4. 
As for the implicit scheme, an optimal rate of convergence is obtained when 
Ah and fh are discretised, respectively, by the integral averages Ahk and fhk· The 
proof is the same as for Theorem 3.15. 
Theorem 3.19. Let Assumptions 8.1 and 8.5 be satisfied, and A, K, M, and 
Ch the constants theTe defined. Denote by uh(t) the uniqtte solution of pmblem 
(8.18) in TheoTem 8.2. Assume that Ahk and fhk in pToblem (8.19) aTe specified, 
'respectively, by Ahk and Jhk in (8.44) and denote by vhk,j, with j = 0, 1, ... , n, 
the unique solution of pmblem (8.19). Assume that constant K is such that 
2K k < 1 and that Assnmption 8. 8 is satisfied. If theTe exists a numbeT p such 
that M2C~k :::; p < A then theTe exists a constant N, independent of k and h, 
such that 
n-1 
L iivhk,j- uh(tj)ii~h k:::; Nk28 . 
j=O 
Similarly to what we have done in Section 3.5, we study an alternative dis-







for all j = 0, 1, ... , n - 1. 
We define the discrete operator 
(3.45) 
and the discrete function 
(3.46) 
for all z E V, j = 0, 1, ... , n- 1. We denote 
and 
for all z E V, j = 0, 1, ... , n - 1. 
We prove that, under Assumption 3.1, Assumption 3.4 is satisfied. 
Proposition 3.20. Under Assumption 3.1, Ahk and Jhk satisfy 
1. (Ahk,Jv, v)h + AilvJJ~h::; Kllvll~h' '1/v E Vh, j = 0, 1, ... ,n- 1, 
2. IIAhk,jVIIv,: ::; Mllvllvh, '1/v E vh, j = 0, 1, ... 'n- 1, 
3. 2:;~; ilfhk,Jil~,:k::; N, 
where A, K, M, and N are constants, with A, K, and M the constants in As-
sumption 3.1. 
Proof. Operator Ahk,j and function Ak,j coincide, respectively, with Ak,J+l and 
Jk,J+l in (3.40), (3.41), for j = 0, 1, ... , n- 1, after replacing A and f by Ah and 
fh in their analytic expressions. The result follows from Proposition 3.16. D 
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Owing to Proposition 3.20, Theorem 3.11 on the scheme's stability holds under 
Assumption 3.1 instead of Assumption 3.4. 
Finally, we state a result on the scheme's convergence. The proof is the same 
as for Theorem 3.17. 
Theorem 3.21. Let Assumptions 8.1 and 8.5 be satisfied, and >.., K, 1\1!, and 
ch the constants there defined. Denote by Uh ( t) the 1.tniq1J,e soltttion of pTOblem 
(8.18) in Theorem 3.8. Assume that Ahk and fhk in problem (8.19) are specified, 
respectively, by Ahk and fhk in (8.45), (8.46) and denote by vhk,j, j = 0, 1, ... , n, 
the unique solution of problem (3.19). Assttme that constant J( is such that 
2Kk < 1 and that Assumptions 8.8 and 8.6 are satisfied. If there exists a mtmber 
p such that M2C~k :::; p < )., then there exists a constant N, independent of k and 
h, S'UCh that 
n-1 
L llvhk,j- uh(tj)ll~,k S Nk28 . 
j=O 
Remark 3.11. Remark 3.10 still applies here with the obvious modifications. 
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Chapter 4 
Discretisation of PDEs with unbounded 
coefficients for one spatial dimension 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we investigate the discretisation of second order PDE of parabolic 
type with unbounded coefficients by using finite-difference methods. 
We deal with the challenge posed by the unboundedness of the PDE coeffi-
cients, under the strong assumption that the PDE does not degenerate. 
We make use of finite-difference methods to approximate in space the weak 
solution of the Cauchy problem 
8u 
Lu- [)t + f = 0 m Q, u(O, x) = g(x) in lR, (4.1) 
where Q = [0, T] x lR, with T a positive constant, L is the second-order partial 
differential operator with real coefficients 
[)2 [) 
L(t,x) = a(t,x) [)x 2 + b(t,x) [)x + c(t,x) (4.2) 
for each t E [0, T] uniformly elliptic in the space variable, and f and g are given 
real-valued functions. We allow the growth in space of the first and second-order 
coefficients in L (linear and quadratic growth, respectively), and of the data f 
and g (polynomial growth). 
We follow the previous works ([20, 21]), where the same approach of the more 
general case of multidimensional PDEs. By considering the special case of one 
dimension in space, a stronger convergence result is obtained in this chapter. In 
particular, the same order of accuracy is obtained under regularity assumptions 
weaker than those required in [20, 21) for the corresponding convergence result. 
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The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2 we review the L2 theory of 
solvability of linear PDEs in weighted Sobolev spaces and, in particular, consider 
the deterministic one spatial dimension special case of a class of weighted Sobolev 
spaces introduced by Purtukhia ([46]), and further generalised by Gyongy and 
Krylov ([27]), for the treatment of linear SPDEs. We consider problem (4.1) 
in the framework of the variational approach, and irnpose weak regularity over 
the operator's coefficients and the data f and g. In Section 4.3 we consider 
discrete versions of these spaces and we set an appropriate discretised framework 
and investigate the spatial approximation of the PDE problem's weak solution. 
In order to facilitate the study, we make use of basic one-step finite-difference 
schemes. 
4. 2 Preliminaries 
We consider the particular PDE problem 
~~ = Lu + f in Q, u(O, x) = g(x) in JR., (4.3) 
where L is the second-order operator with real coefficients 
[)2 8 
L(t, x) = a(t, x) ox2 + b(t, x) ox+ c(t, x), ( 4.4) 
where Q = [0, T] x IR, with T E (0, oo), and f and g are given functions. We 
allow the growth, in the spatial variable, of the coefficients a and b, and of the 
free data f and g. 
Under a suitable framework, problem (4.3) can be cast into problem (3.3) 
studied in Chapter 3 such that existence and uniqueness of its solution hold. 
In order to set the framework for problem (4.3), we introduce the so-called 
well-weighted Sobolev spaces (we refer to [27] for a comprehensive description of 
these spaces). 
We briefly review some facts on the solvability of problem (4.3). We first 
introduce the above mentioned class of weighted Sobolev spaces. A complete 
description of this class of spaces can be found in [27]. 
Let U be a domain in IR, i.e., an open set of IR. Let r > 0, p > 0 be smooth 
functions in U and m ~ 0 an integer. The weighted Sobolev space wm,2 (r, p)(U) 
is the Banach space of all locally integrable functions v : U ---+ IR such that for 
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each integer a ~ 0, with a :::; m, nav exists in the weak sense, and 
is finite. Endowed with the inner product 
for all v, wE wm,2(r, p)(U), which generates the norm, wm,2(r, p)(U) is a Hilbert 
space. 
Notation. In the sequel, when U = IR, the argument in the function space notation 
is dropped. For instance, we denote wm,2(r, p)(ffi.) =: wm,2(r, p). 
We make some assumptions on the behaviour of the weight functions r and p 
(see [27]). 
Assumption 4.1. Let m > 0 be an integer, and r > 0 and p > 0 smooth functions 
on IR. There exists a constant K such that 
1. IDa pi :::; Kpl-a for all a such that a:::; m- 1 if m ~ 2; 
2. !Dar! :::; K ra for all a such that a:::; m; 
p 
3 sup (r(x) + p(x)) = K for some c > 0, x, y E IR . 
. ix-yl<c r(y) p(y) 
Remark 4.1. In (1) in the above Assumption 4.1, if m < 2 nothing is required. 
Example 4.1. The following functions (taken from [27], citing 0. G. Purtukhia 
[48]) satisfy (1) - (3) Assumption 4.1. 
1. r(x) = (1 + lxl2)", f3 E ffi.; p(x) = (1 + lxl2 )1', "'(:::; ~; 
2. r(x) = exp(±(1 + lxl 2)"), 0:::; f3:::; ~; p(x) = (1 + lxi 2 )'Y, "'(:::; ~- /3; 
3. r(x) = (1 + lxl 2)", f3 E IR; p(x) = ln~'(2 + lxl2 ), "'( E IR; 
4. r(x) = (1 + lxl 2)"1n~>(2 + lxl 2 ), f3 ~ 0, p, ~ 0; p(x) = (1 + lxi 2 )'Y, "'f:::; ~; 
5. r(x) = (1 + lxl 2)" ln~>(2 + lxl 2 ), f3 ~ 0, p, ~ 0; p(x) = ln~'(2 + lxl 2 ), "'( ~ 0; 
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6. p(x) = exp( -(1 + JxJ 2)'Y), '"Y 2 0; each weight function r(x) in exampleR 
(1) - (5). 
Now, we switch our point of view and consider the functions w : Q -7 IR as 
mappings oft into certain spaces of functions of x we precise below such that, for 
all t E [O,T], x E lR, (w(t))(x) := w(t,x). 
We impose a coercivity condition over the operator ( 4.4) and make assump-
tions on the growth and regularity of the operator's coefficients and also on the 
regularity of the free data f and g (see [27]). 
Ass1lmption 4.2. Let r > 0 and p > 0 be smooth functions on lR, and m 2 0 an 
integer. 
(1) There exists a constant,\> 0 such that a(t, x) 2 ,\p2(x), for all t 2 0, x E lR; 
(2) The coefficients in L and their derivatives in x up to the order m are mea-
surable functions in [0, T] x IR such that 
• JD~aJ S Kp2-a, Vex S m V 1 
• JD~bJ S Kp1-a, Vex S m 
• JD~cJ S K, Vex S m 
for any t E [0, T], x E lR, with K a constant and D~ denoting the exth partial 
derivative operator with respect to x; 
(3) f E L 2 ([0, T]; wm-l,2 (r, p)) and g E Wm• 2 (r, p). 
Notation. We use the notation w-1•2 (r,p) := (W1•2 (r,p))*, where (W 1•2 (r,p))* 
is the dual of W 1•2 (r,p). 
We define the generalised solution of problem ( 4.3). 
Definition 4.1. We say that u E C ([0, T]; W 0•2 (r, p)) is a generalised solution of 
( 4.3) on [0, T] if 
(1) u E L 2 ([0, T]; W 1•2 (r, p)); 
(2) For every t E [0, T] 
(u(t),cp) =(g,cp) + 1t {- (a(s)Dxu(s),Dxcp) 
+ (b(s)Dxu(s)- Dxa(s)Dxu(s), cp) + (c(s)u(s), cp) + (f(s), cp)} ds 
holds for all cp E C0 . 
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Notation. The notation ( , ) in the above definition stands for the inner product 
in W0•2(r, p). 
With the following result we state the existence and uniqueness of the solution 
of problem ( 4.3) (see [27, 39]). 
Theorem 4.2. Under (1)-(2) in Assumption 4.1, with m + 1 in place of m, and 
{1)-(3) in Assumption 4.2, pmblem (4.3) admits a 'l.mique genemlised sol·ution ·u 
on [0, T]. Moreover 
u E C([O,T];Wm·2(r,p)) n£2 ([O,T];wm+1•2 (r,p)) 
and 
sup lu(t)l~=,2(rp + {T lu(t)l~=+l,2(rp) dt 
0'5,t'5,T ' J 0 ' 
:S N (1gl~=,2(r,p) + 1T IJ(t)l~m-l,2(r,p) dt), 
with N a constant. 
4.3 The discrete framework 
We now proceed to the discretisation of problem ( 4.3) in the space-variable. We 
set a suitable discrete framework with the use of a finite-difference scheme and, by 
showing that discretised problem can be cast into the general problem (3.3), we 
prove an existence and uniqueness result for the discretised problem's generalised 
solution. 
This study mirrors the study of problem ( 4.3), in the sense that the framework 
we now set is a discrete version of the framework set for problem ( 4.3), and the 
techniques used for proving the existence and uniqueness results are the same for 
both problems. 
We define the h-grid on IR, with h E (0, 1], 
zh = {x E IR: X= nh, n = 0, ±1, ±2, ... }. (4.5) 
Denote 
8+u = 8+u(t, x) = h-1 (u(t, X+ h)- u(t, x)) (4.6) 
and 
8-u = 8-u(t,x) = h-1 (u(t,x)- u(t,x- h)) (4.7) 
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for every x E Zh, the forward and backward difference quotients in space, respec-
tively. Define the discrete operator 
Lh(t, x) = a(t, x)cra+ + b(t, x)a+ + c(t, x). (4.8) 
We consider the discrete problem 
Lhu- Ut + !h = 0 in Q(h), u(O,x) = gh(x) in Zh, (4.9) 
where Q(h) = [0, T] x Zh, with T E (0, oo), and fh and 9h are functions such that 
!h : Q(h) --+ 1R and 9h : zh --+JR. 
For functions v : Zh --+ JR, we introduce the discrete version of the weighted 
Sobolev space W 0•2(r, p): 
l0•2 (r) = {v: lvlzo,2(r) < oo} 
where the norm lv lzo,2(r) is defined by 
Define the inner product 
(v, w)zo,2(r) = L r 2 (x)v(x)w(x)h 
xEZh 
for any v, wE l0•2 (r), which induces the above norm. 
Endowed with the inner product, the space l0•2 (r) is clearly a Hilbert space. 
We also introduce for functions w : Zh --+ 1R the discrete version of the 
weighted Sobolev space W 1•2 (r, p) 
l 1•2 (r,p) = {w: lwlz1,2(r,p) < oo}, 
with the norm lwlz1.2(r,p) defined by 
The above norm is the induced norm when we endow l1•2 ( r, p) with the inner 
product 




for any functions w' z in Z1•2 ( r, p). 
We want to show that the discrete framework we have set is a particular case 
of the general framework considered in Section 3.2. 
It can be easily checked that Z1•2 (r, p) is a reflexive and separable Banach 
space, continuously and densely embedded into the Hilbert space l0•2(r) (we refer 
to [21], where this is proved for the rnore general case where l0•2(r) and Z1•2 (r, p) 
are spaces of real-valued functions on a d-dimensional grid). 
As l 1•2 (r, p), endowed with the inner product ( , )zt,2(r,p), is clearly a Hilbert 
space therefore it is reflexive, and the proof for the separability is trivial. The 
continuity of the embedding follows immediately from lvlzo,2(r) ::; lvlz1,2(r,p)' for 
all v E Z1•2 ( r, p). Finally, the denseness can be checked by noticing that, for an 
arbitrary function w E l0•2 (r), and B a ball in Zh, the function z defined by 




belongs obviously to Z1•2 (r, p ), and that, for any given c > 0, lw - zlzo,2(r) < c if 
the diameter of B is chosen sufficiently large. 
As in the previous Section, we switch our viewpoint and consider the functions 
z : Q(h) -+ lR as mappings oft into certain spaces of functions of x, defined by 
(z(t))(x) := z(t, x), for all t E [0, T] and for all x E Zh. 
For these functions, we consider the space C ([0, T]; l0•2 (r)) of continuous 
l0 •2 (r )-valued functions on [0, T], and the spaces 
L 2 ([0, T]; zm•2 (r, p)) = { z: (0, T]-+ zm•2 (r, p) : 1T iz(t)i~m,2(r,p) dt < oo}, 
with m = 0, 1. 
Notation. We identify l0•2 (r,p) with l0•2 (r). 
We make some assumptions over the regularity of the data fh and 9h in prob-
lem (4.9). 
Assumption 4.3. Let r > 0 be a smooth function on JR. 
(1) fh E L 2 ([0, T]; l0•2 (r)); 
(2) 9h E l0•2 (r). 
We also define the generalised solution of problem ( 4.9). 
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Definition 4.3. We say that u E C ([0, T]; l0 ,2 (r)) n L 2 ([0, T]; l 1•2 (r, p)) is a gen-
eralised solution of ( 4.9) if, for all t E [0, T], 
(u(t), <p) = (gh, <p) +it {- (a(s)a+u(s), a+<p) 
+ (b(s)a+u(s)- a+a(s)a+u(s), 'P) + (c(s)u(s), <p) + (fh(s), <p)} ds 
holds for all <p E l 1•2 (r, p). 
Notation. In the above definition ( , ) denotes the inner product in l0•2 (r). 
Finally, we prove an existence and uniqueness result for the solution of the 
discrete problem (4.9). With this result we show that the numerical scheme is 
stable, that is that, informally, the discrete problem's solution remains bounded 
independently of the space-step h. The result is obtained as a consequence of 
Theorem 4.2, remaining only to prove that, under the discrete framework we 
constructed, (1)- (2) in Assumption 4.1 hold. The result is proved in [22] for the 
more general multidimensional case. Here, we give that proof's particularization 
for the case of one dimension in space just to keep the chapter reasonably self-
contained. 
Theorem 4.4. Under (1}-(2) in Assumption 4.2 and Assumption 4.3, problem 
(4.9) has a unique generalised solution u in [0, T]. Moreover 
sup iu(t)i~o,2(r) + {T iu(t)i~l,2(r,p) dt::; N (igh(t)i~o,2(r) + {T 1Jh(t)i~o,2(r) dt) 
os_t-s_r Jo Jo 
with N a constant independent of h. 
Proof. Let Lh(s): l1•2 (r,p)-+ (l 1•2 (r,p))*, for every s E [O,T]. We define 
for all s E [O,T], <p,'l/J E l 1•2 (r,p). 
It suffices to prove that the following properties hold 
1. :JK, A> 0 constants: (Lh(s)'ljJ, '1/J) + -\l'l/Jizl.2(r,p) ::; Kl'l/Jizo,2(r) 
2. :JK constant: I(Lh(s)'ljJ, <p)l::; Kl'l/Jizi,2(r,p) ·I'Pizl,2(r,p), 
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for all s E [O,T], <p,'ljJ E l1•2(r,p). 
For the first property, owing to (1) and (2) in Assumption 4.2, we have 
(Lh(s)'ljJ,'I/J) =- L r 2a(s)8+'1jJa+1ph + L r 2(b(s)- a+a(s))8+'1jJ~jJh 
(4.10) 
where the variable x is omitted. We use the Cauchy's inequality on the second 
term in estimate (4.10), and obtain 
(Lh(s)'ljJ, '1/J) 
::; -,\jp8+'1jJjfo,2(r) + cK L r 2 jp8+'1/Jj 2h + K L r 2 1'1/JI 2h + KI'I/Jifo,2(r) 
c 
xEZh xEZh 
= -,\jp8+'1jJjfo,2(r)- Aj'I/Jjfo,2(r) + cKjp8+'1jJjfo,2(r) + K I'I/Jifo,2(r) + (K + A)j'I/Jifo,2(r) 
c 
::; -,\j'ljJjf1,2(r,p) + Kj'ljJjfo,2(r)' 
with A > 0, K constants, by taking c sufficiently small. The first property is 
proved. 
The second property follows from (2) in Assumption 4.2 and Cauchy-Schwarz 
inequality 
j(Lh(s)'ljJ,<p)j 
= J- L r 2a(s)8+'1jJa+<ph + L r 2b(s)8+'1jJ<ph- L r 28+a(s)8+'1jJ<ph 
xEZh xEZh xEZh 
+ L r 2c(s)'ljJ<phl 
xEZh 
::; Kjp8+'1/Jizo,2(r) jp[:)+ <pjzo,2(r) + Kjp8+'1jJ lzo,2(r) j<pjzo,2(r) + KI'I/J lzo,2(r) j<pjzo,2(r) 
::; Kj'ljJjp,2(r,p) · j<pjp,2(r,p) 1 
where the same writing convention is kept. 
Owing to Theorem 4.2 the result follows. 
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D 
4.4 Approximation results 
In this Section, we study the approximation properties of the numerical scheme 
( 4. 9). We begin by investigating the consistency of the nurnerical scherne, and 
prove that the difference quotients approximate the partial derivatives (with accu-
racy of order 1). In addition, we estimate the rate of convergence of the difference 
quotients to the partial derivatives. 
The result is obtained under the assumptions that the weights p are bounded 
from below by a positive constant. Notice that this amounts to assuming that 
the weights p are increasing functions of lxl, which is precisely the case we are 
interested in. 
Observe also that the way we set our discrete framework, in strong connec-
tion with the framework for problem ( 4.3), plays a crucial role in obtaining the 
convergence rate. 
We emphasize that, by considering the special case of one dimension in space, 
we can prove a result stronger than the corresponding result in [22] for the more 
general multidimensional case (see Remark 4.3 below). 
Theorem 4.5. Let r > 0 and p > 0 be .functions on IR, and assv,me that p( x) ;::: C 
on IR, with C > 0 a constant. Assume also that (1)-(3) in Assumption 4.1 are 
satisfied. Let u(t) E W 2•2(r, p), v(t) E W 3•2(r, p), for all t E [0, T]. Then ther-e 
exists a constant N independent of h such that 
(1) L r2(x) I :X u(t, x)- a+u(t, x) r p2(x)h:::; h2 Nju(t)1~2,2(r,p) 
xEZh 
(2) L r2(x)l:;2v(t,x)- a-a+v(t,x), 2p4 (x)h:::; h2 Njv(t)1~3,2(r,p)' 
xEZh 
for all t E [0, T]. 
Remark 4.2. Under the conditions of this theorem, function u(t) (function v(t)) 
has a modification in x which is continuously differentiable in x up to the order 
1 (up to the order 2), for every t E [0, T]. Also, the partial derivatives in x up to 
the order 2 (up to the order 3) equal the weak derivatives a.e., for every t E [0, T]. 
These assertions can be proved by Sobolev's embedding of wm•2 (B) into 
cn(B), with B a ball in IR, if m > ~ + n, and by Morrey's inequality (see, 
e.g., [17, 38]). We consider these modifications in the theorem's proof. 
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Remark 4.3. When particularizing the hypotheses of the corresponding rnult.i-
dimensional result in [22] to the case of one spatial dimension, we obtain that 
u(t) E W 3•2(r, p) and v(t) E W 4•2(r, p), for all t E [0, Tj, which is stronger than 
assumed in Theorem 4.5. 
In fact, in [22], the result is obtained making use of 1:1 Sobolev's embedding, 
while this can be avoided in the proof of Theorern 4.5 due to the particular 
geometry of JR. 
Proof. (Theorem 4.5) Let us prove (1). Observe that the forward difference 
quotient can be written 
Thus 
t [) 
[J+u(t, x) = h-1(u(t, X+ h)- u(t, x)) = lo OX u(t, X+ hq)dq. 
(!-a+) u(t,x) = 11 (:xu(t,x)- :xu(t,x + hq)) dq 
t t 02 
= h Jo Jo q0x2u(t,x + hqs)dsdq. 
From (4.11), using Jensen's inequality, we obtain 
I Ux- a+) u(t,x)l' 0: h2 [ [ q'l ::, u(t,x + hqs)l
2 
dsdq 
t rhq I [)2 12 
= h Jo Jo q ox2 u(t, x + v) dvdq 
rl rh I [)2 12 
:::;; h Jo qdq Jo ox2 u(t, x + v) dv 
h rh I 82 l2 
= 2 Jo 8x2 u( t, x + v) dv 
h 1x+h I 02 12 
= 2 x [)z2 u(t, z) dz. 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
Observe also that from (4.12), using (3) in Assumption 4.1 we have, for any 
f) E (0, 1), 
r'(x) 1 Ux- a+) u(t,x)l' p'(x) 
1
x+h I 02 12 
:::;; hNr2(x + fJh)p2(x + fJh) x [)z2 u(t, z) dz. 
(4.13) 
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As, by the mean value theorem for integration, for some() E (0, 1), 
r 2(x + Bh )p2 (x + Bh) 1x+h I::, u(t, z) I' dz 
= [+h r2(z) I::, u(t, z)l 2 p2(z)dz, 
frorn(4.13) and (4.14), using Holder inequality, we obtain 
r 2(x) I (a':, - a+) u(t, x) I' p2 (x) 
~ hN1x+\2(z) I ~22 u(t,z)l
2 
p4(z)dz · sup IP-2(z)l 
x uz zE[x,x+h] 
S hN 1"+\'(z) I::, u(t, z)l 2 p4 (z)dz, 
owing to the hypotheses on the weights p. 
Finally, summing up (4.15) over Zh, we get 
I: r2(x) I (:X -a+) u(t, x) I' p2(x)h s h2 Nlu(t)ii'v>.>(c,p)' 
xEZh 
with N a constant independent of h, and (1) is proved. 
( 4.14) 
( 4.15) 
We now prove (2). By writing the forward and backward difference quotients 
t 8 
a+v(t, x) = h-1 ( v(t, X+ h) - v(t, x)) = lo OX v(t, X+ hq)dq 
and 
8-v(t, x) = h-1 ( v(t, x) - v(t, x- h)) = 11 :x v(t, x- hs)ds, 
respectively, we have for the second-order difference quotient 
t8 t(8t8 ) 8-8+v(t, X)= 0- lo 8X v(t, X+ hq)dq = lo 8X lo 8X v(t, X+ hq- hs)dq ds 
1111 ()2 = 0 0 8x2v(t,x+h(q-s))dsdq. 
Thus 
( 
82 - +) - t t ( ()2 82 ) ' 
8
x2 - 8 8 v(t, x) - Jo Jo 8x2 (t, x)- 8x2 v(t, x + h(q- s)) dsdq 
t t t 
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= h Jo Jo Jo (q- s) 8x 3 v(t, x + hv(q- s))dvdsdq. 
(4.16) 
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From ( 4.16), by Jensen's inequality, 
I ( ::, -a-a+) v(t, x)l 2 ~ h2 [ [ [ /q- s/'1 ::, v(t, x + hv(q- s))l 2 dvdsdq 
= h 1111 1h(q-•) (q- s) I::, v(t, x + w)l 2 dwdsdq 
~ h [ [ lq-sidsdq [1::3 v(t,x+w)l' dw 
~ h [I::, v(t,x + w)l 2 dw = h [+hI ::3 v(t, z)l 2 dz, 
and, following the same steps as in the proof of (1), we finally obtain 
L r2 (x) I (:;2 - 8-a+) v(t,x)l
2 
p
4 (x)h ~ h2Njv(t)ltv~l,2(r,p)' 
xEZh 
with N a constant independent of h, and (2) is proved. D 
Finally, owing to the stability and consistency properties of the numerical 
scheme (Theorems 4.4 and 4.5, respectively), we prove the convergence of the 
discrete problem's solution to the PDE problem's solution, and compute a rate 
of convergence. The accuracy obtained is of order 1. 
The result is obtained by imposing additional regularity on the exact solution 
of problem ( 4.3) so that Theorem 4.5 holds, but lesser than it is assumed in the 
corresponding result in [22], for the multidimensional case (see Remark 4.3). 
Theorem 4. 6. Let r > 0 and p > 0 be functions on IR, and assume that p( x) 2:: C 
on IR, with C > 0 a constant. Assume that the hypotheses of Theorems 4.2 
and 4.4 are satisfied. Denote u the solution of problem (4.3) in Theorem 4.2 
and uh the solution of problem (4.9) in Theorem 4.4. Assume additionally that 
u E L2 ((0, T]; W 3•2 (r, p)), and that (3) in Assumption 4.1 holds. Then 
sup ju(t)- uh(t)lto,2(r) + {T ju(t)- uh(t)lt1,2(rp)dt 
og-::;r Jo ' 
~ h2N 1T ju(t)jtv3,2(r,p)dt + N (1g- 9hlto,2(r) + 1T lf(t)- fh(t)lto,2(r)dt), 
with N a constant independent of h. 
Remark 4.4. Under the conditions of the above Theorem 4.6, there are modifica-
tions in x such that the data f(t) and g are continuous in x, for every t E [0, T] 
(see Remark 4.2). We will consider these modifications in the theorem's proof. 
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PTOoj. (Theorem 4.6) From (4.3) and (4.9), we have that u- ·uh satisfies the 
problem 
{
(u- uh)t = Lh(u- uh) + (L- Lh)u +(!-!h) 
(u- uh)(O,x) = (g- 9h)(x) in Zh. 
in Q(h) 
( 4.17) 
Taking in mind Remark 4.4, we see clearly that f- fh E L2([0, T]; l0·2(r)) and 
g- 9h E l0•2 (r). 
With respect to the term (L- L~t)u, note that if u(t) E W 3•2(r, p), for all 
t E [0, T], 
= I>'(x) la(t,x) (::,-a-a+) u(t,x) +b(t,x) Ux- a+) u(t,x)l 2 h 
xEZh 
~ h2 Nju(t)itv3,2(r,p) < oo, 
owing to (2) in Assumption 4.2 and to Theorem 4.5. Thus (L-L~t)(t)u(t) E l0•2 (r), 
for every t E [0, T]. Moreover, as by assumption u E L2 ([0, T]; W 3•2(r, p)), we 
obtain immediately (L- L~t)u E L2 ([0, T]; l0•2 (r)). 
We have shown that problem ( 4.17) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4.4, 
therefore holding the estimate 
sup iu(t)- uh(t)ifo,2(r) + {T iu(t)- uh(t)if1,2(rp)dt 
o-:;t~T Jo ' 
~ N (1g- 9hlfo,2(r) + 1T IJ(t)- fh(t)ifo,2(r)dt + 1T I(L- Lh)(t)u(t)IZo,2(r) dt) · 
Owing again to (2) in Assumption 4.2 and to Theorem 4.5, the result follows. 
D 
The following result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.6. 
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Corollary 4. 7. Let the hypotheses of Theor·ern 4. 6 be sati,~fied1 and denote ·u tlw 
solution of (4.3) in Theorem 4.2 and Uh the solntion of (4.9) in Theor·em. 4.4. fl 
there is a constant N independent of h S7.tch that 
then 
sup Ju(t) - uh(t) Jfo,2(r) + {T Ju(t) - uh(t) Jf1,2(r,p)dt 
09sT Jo 





Discretisation in space and time 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we combine the results obtained with the time discretisation in 
abstract spaces in Chapter 3 and with the space discretisation of the PDE in 
Chapter 4, in order to obtain a rate of convergence for a discretisation in space 
and time. 
In fact, we showed that the discretised problem in Chapter 4 can be cast into 
the problem in abstract spaces in Chapter 3. 
5. 2 Numerical approximation in space and time 
We reset ourselves in the same general framework established in Section 3.2. We 
consider, once again, the Cauchy problem for an evolution equation 
~~ = A(t)u + j(t) in [0, T], u(O) = g, (5.1) 
with T E (0, oo), for every t E [0, T]. A(t) and d/dt are linear operators from V 
to V*, j(t) E V*, and g E H. 
We make the same assumptions as in Chapter 3, assuming that the operator 
L(t) is continuous and imposing a coercivity condition, and also some regularity 
on the free data f and g (see Assumption 3.1). 
An existence and uniqueness result for the generalised solution (see Definition 
3.1) of problem (5.1) is stated in Theorem 3.2. 
The problem we aim to establish for a rate convergence in space and time is 
the problem considered in Chapter 4 
fJu 
Lu- fJt + f = 0 in Q, u(O,x) = g(x) in IR, (5.2) 
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where L is the second-order operator with real coefficients 
[)2 {) 
L(t, x) = a(t, x) £:J 2 + b(t, x)""!:l + c(t, x), uX uX (5.3) 
Q = [0, T] x IR, with T E (0, oo), and f and g are given functions. We a.llow the 
growth, in the space variables, of the coefficients a( t, x) and b( t, x), and of the 
free data f(t, x) and g(x). 
In Chapter 4, Section 4.3, we proceeded to the space-discretisation of second-
order parabolic PDE problem (5.2). We took its version, discrete in space 
Lhu- Ut + fh = 0 in Q(h), u(O, x) = 9h(x) in Zh, (5.4) 
where Q(h) = [0, T] x Zh, with T E (0, oo), Zh is a h-grid on IR and Lh the 
discrete operator 
Lh(t,x) = a(t,x)a-a+ + b(t,x)a+ + c (t,x), (5.5) 
and set a suitable space-discrete framework, considering the discrete weighted 
spaces l0 ,2 (r) and l 1,2 (r, p), in order to handle the unbounded data. We then 
showed that this discrete framework is a particular case of the general framework 
presented in Section 3.2. 
Let us now consider the time-discretisation of the second-order problem (5.4). 
Given a non-negative integer n such that T /n E (0, 1], we define then-grid on 
[O,T] 
Tn = { t E [0, T] : t = j k, j = 0, 1, ... , n} , (5.6) 
where k := Tjn. We denote tj = jk for j = 0, 1, ... , n. 
For all z E V, we have the backward difference quotient in time 
and the forward difference quotient in time 
Let Lhk and fhk be some time-discrete versions of Lh and fh, respectively. For 
all z E vh, denote Lhk,j+lZ = Lhk(tj+l)z, !hk,j+l = !hk(tj+l), j = 0, 1, ... 'n- 1. 
For each n 2:: 1 fixed, we obtain a time-discrete version of problem (5.4) for 
the implicit scheme 
~-vi+l=Lhk,i+lvi+l+!hk,i+l for i=0,1, ... ,n-1, vo=9h (5.7) 
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and for the explicit scheme 
6 +vi = Lhk,i vi+ fhk,i for i = 0, 1, ... , n- 1, vo = gh, (5.8) 
where we define Vj = v(tj), j = 0, 1, ... , n, a vector in V. 
The existence and uniqueness of a solution for both problerns was proved in 
Sections 3.3 and 3.4 under an abstract framework, but that still hold for this 
particular problem. 
Under certain assumptions, we also obtained results concerning the stability of 
the schemes (see Theorems 3. 7 and 3.11), and their convergence (see Theorems 3.8 
and 3.12). The rates of convergence in both schemes were obtained in Corollaries 
3.9 and 3.13. 
We recall Remark 3.7 to note that Assumption 3.5 in Theorems 3.11 and 3.12 
for the time-discretisation using a finite-difference explicit scheme is not void. 
It remains only to determine the rate of convergence when the discretisation 
is considered both in space and time. We will prove that the approximation is 
(k8 +h)-accurate. 
We first establish the result for the case where the implicit scheme is used for 
the time-discretisation. 
Theorem 5.1. Assume that the hypotheses of Corollary 4. 7 and Theorem 8.8 are 
satisfied. Denote by u the sol1ttion of (5.2) in Theorem 4.2, uh the solution of 
(5.4) in Theorem 4.4, and vhk,j' j = 0, 1, ... , n, the solution of (5. 7) in Theorem 
8.8. Then 
with N a constant independent of h and k. 
Proof Let us consider separately the two terms in the sum we want to estimate. 
For the first term, 
0IJ!~~ lvhk,j - u( tj) lfo,2(r) _J_ 
(5.9) 
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and the desired estimate is obtained immediately by using Theorems 4.7 and 3.8. 
For the second term, we have 
n 
I: lvhk,j - u( tj) lr1,2(r,p) k 
j=O 
n n 
S 2 L lvhk,j- uh(tj)lf1,2(r,p) k + 2 L luh(tj)- u(tj)lf1,2(r,p) k. 
j=O j=O 
Let us determine an estimate for the second term in (5.10). 
Denote I lz1,2(r,p) := I h· We have that 
t luh(tj)- u(tj)li k -1T luh(t)- u(t)li dt 
j=O 0 
(5.10) 
= luh(to)-u(to)lik + ~ itH(Iuh(tj+l)-u(tJ+l)li -luh(s)-u(s)li) ds . 
j=O tj 
(5.11) 





From (5.11) and (5.12), 
t l·uh(tj)- ·u(tj)II k- 1T l·uh(t)- ·u(t)li dt 
j=O 0 
n-1 
:::; luh(to)- u(to)lik +A L luh(tJ+I)- u(tJ+I)Iik + Nk28 
j=O 
n 
= (1- A)luh(to)- u(to)IIk +A L luh(tJ+I)- u(tj+I)IIk + Nk28 
j=O 
n 
:::; A L luh(tJ+l)- u(tJ+dlik + Nk28 
j=O 
and, for 0 < A < 1 we finally obtain 
From (5.10) and (5.13), the desired estimate is obtained immediately owing to 
Corollary 4.7. The result is proved. 0 
Next result follows immediately from Theorem 5.1. 
Corollary 5.2. Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1 are satisfied, and 
denote by u the solution of (5.2) in Theorem 4.2, uh the solution of (5.4) in 
Theorem 4.4, and vhk,j, j = 0, 1, ... , n, the solution of (5. 7) in Theorem 3.3. If 
there exists a constant N independent of h and k such that 
for j = 1,2, ... ,n, and 
then 
max lvhk,j - u( tj) lfcl,2(r) + ""' lvhk,j - u( tj) lf1,2(r p) k O~J~n 6 , 
O~j~n 
:0: Nk26 + Nh2 (1Tiu(t)i'/v~mcc,p)dt + igl'fv~.'(c,p) + 1Tif(t)i'/v~->,,(c,p)dt) · 
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Now, we determine the rate of convergence, in the case where the explicit 
scheme is used for the discretisation in time. The proof is the same as for Theorem 
5.1. 
Theorem 5.3. Let the hypotheses of CoTOllo:ry 4. 7 and TheoTern 8.12 be satis.fi:ed. 
Denote by u the solution of (5.2) in TheoTern 4.2, uh the sol·ution of (5.4) in 
TheoTern 4.4, and vhk,j, j = 0, 1, ... , n, the solntion of (5.8). Then 
with N a constant independent of h and k. 
Finally, we state a corollary as immediate consequence of Theorem 5.3. 
Corollary 5.4. Assume that the hypotheses of TheoTern 5. 3 aTe satisfied, and 
denote by n the solution of (5.2) in TheoTern 4.2, uh the solution of (5.4) in 
TheoTern 4.4, and Vhk,j, j = 0, 1, ... , n, the solution of (5.8). If theTe exists a 
constant N independent of h and k such that 
joT j = 0, 1, ... , n- 1 and 
then 
max ivhk,j- u(tj)lfo,2(r) + """" ivhkj- u(tj)ifl,2(rp) k 
o:::;J:::;n ~ ' ' 
o:::;j:::;n 
:::; Nk28 + Nh2 (1Tiu(t) 1~=+3,2(r,p)dt + jgl~=,2(r,p) + 1Tif(t) l~=-1,2(r,p)dt) · 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions and further research 
Many financial problems induce a deep study in mathematics and are described 
by partial and stochastic differential equations. 
The celebrated Black-Scholes equation is a model for option pricing that has 
been widely used. However, even though for the basic Black- Scholes equation 
there is an explicit solution, that is not the case, for instance, when coefficients 
(drift and volatility) are not constant or when multi-dimensionality is considered. 
In these models, the numerical approximation of the stochastic equation or of the 
corresponding PDE is compulsory. 
In this work, we used finite-differences methods to discretise a PDE problem 
obtained from the stochastic modelling of a vanilla option of European type un-
der the framework of a general version of Black-Scholes model, where the asset 
appreciation rate and the volatility are taken time and space-dependent. 
Making use of both the implicit and the explicit finite-difference schemes in 
time, we considered the PDE solvability in the framework of the variational 
approach and proceeded to the discretisation of a linear parabolic equation in 
abstract spaces, obtaining the convergence of the schemes under a smoothness 
condition weaker than the usual Holder-continuity. 
We also used finite-differences methods to approximate in space the weak 
solution of a Cauchy problem for the one dimension case. The same approach for 
the multidimensional PDEs has been done previously (see [20, 21]). The same 
order of accuracy was obtained under regularity assumptions weaker than those 
required in [20, 21] for the corresponding convergence result. 
The discretisation in space and time of a general linear evolution equation 
in abstract spaces, led us to estimate the rate of convergence of the numerical 
approximation. 
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We considered also a particular model with the introduction of costs in the 
financial transactions, that led us to a non-linear problem with a Black-Scholes 
type equation and stated results for the existence, uniqueness and localisation of 
the solution using topological methods. 
In fact, functional analysis and topological methods play an important role 
in the study of non-linear differential problerns. Most of the studied cases in 
the literature concern linear problems but the interest for non-linear versions of 
the Black-Scholes equation has been increasing rapidly, with results concerning 
analytical and numerical treatment. See for instance papers from Pablo Amster 
et al. ([2]), Matthias Ehrhardt et al. ([3]), Valeri Zakamouline ([59]) and Daniel 
Sevcovic ([51]) for non-linear Black-Scholes type equation, modelling European 
and American options. 
Another possibility is to use the finite element method, more suitable when 
solving the equations in general domains and closer to the weak form of the equa-
tions, making the mathematical and numerical analysis of the discrete problem 
profit from functional analysis results valid for the continuous problem. 
We are also interested in the investigation of the PDE solvability in the frame-
work of the variational approach and, without the assumption of a nondegen-
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